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Study abroad program expands
■ GVSU will sign an
3

A study shows 65 per
cent more college stu
dents are living in sub
stance free residence
halls. Overall binge
drinking has gone
down.

Laker Life

exchange with the
University of Cape Coast
in Ghana.
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lan thorn

Students inspired to take education on
a different level, perhaps learning in a for
eign country, have ample cultural and
learning opportunities awaiting them.
Another option will soon be added when
Grand Valley State University signs an
exchange agreement this month with the
University of Cape Coast, located in
Ghana, Africa.
GVSU is hosting three visitors from
the University of Cape Coast from March
30 to April 15. The visitors from U of CC
are Emmanuel Obeng, vice chancellor,
Kofi Ohene, registrar, and Dr. Kwadwo

Opoku-Agyemang,
director
of
International Relations Program.
One of the main objectives of the visit
is to sign an exchange agreement that will
allow GVSU students, staff, and faculty
to study in Ghana and for U of CC stu
dents to travel to GVSU. The agreement
will also include the exchange of academ
ic materials.
Another mission of this visit is to edu
cate to students on the excellent opportu
nities of cultural information that
Ghanian exchange students would receive
from GVSU students and the experience
GVSU students would receive in return in
visiting Ghana.
GVSU is hosting events this month
that will enable students to ask questions
from the visitors and to receive informa
tion about the exchange program.
Most GVSU students agree this
would be a wonderful opportunity for all
participants.
"I think an exchange program would
be awesome. It would open up cultural
boundaries between Africa and us,

Volunteer! GVSU is
sponsoring Stride for
Pride’ a 5k run/walk
on Saturday, raising
money for Paws with
a Cause.

because it is an obscure part that we don’t
know much about, which we severely
lack knowledge in," said junior Julie
Snyder.
"1 think African students would learn
from our culture and GVSU students
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Storm water project
enters next phase

A&E

■

The project has completed 10
tasks in the last five years, this
summer the project will examine
parking lots and the commons
area.
Rachfl Izzo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

10

would learn from their visit,” said sopho
more Sue Ellen Rosario.
The U of CC is located in southern
Ghana on the West Coast of Africa. The
university was established in 1962 and is
one of the top academic institutions in
Ghana. Its main purpose began as training
graduate teachers for teacher training col
leges and technical institutions.
The university’s curriculum has since
then spread into offering a wide-variety of
academic disciplines. U of CC offers
courses in management studies, tourism,
geography, history, philosophy, religious
studies, English, French, Ghanian lan
guages, music, animal science, education,
science, math, health sciences, psycholo
gy, biological sciences, chemistry,
physics, and laboratory technology.
Undergraduate and graduate degrees are
both offered by the university.
Rebecca Chomos, director of Grand
Valley’s Padnos International Center, has

The play ‘Mother
Courage' opens
Friday. Tickets are
$10 for the public
and $5 for students
and faculty. The
play runs April 5-7
and 11-13.
Grattd Valley Lanthorn / Will Hurrah

Too much water is running off into the ravines making the ground unsta
ble. causing erosion. If the erosion continues it could cause trees to fall
or the land to slide into the ravines causing problems for some buildings
on campus.

This summer Grand Valley State University will
be taking on the next phase in a continuing project.
No, it is not more construction on another building.
This project was started in 1997 in an attempt to
work on protecting the natural flow into the ravine
streams.
The storm w ater run-off project has completed 10
tasks over the past couple of years and has affected
many of the ravine slopes and buildings on campus.
The purpose of the plan was to establish strate
gies for managing run-off from the existing facilities
and new construction projects. There were concerns
about the extent that the existing drainage system

was contributing to accelerated erosion in the
ravines.
“Storm water management started when the uni
versity was first built, but around 1996, we just start
ed doing maintenance that was more environmental
friendly,” said James Moyer, director of Facilities
Planning. “We made sure that we did a better job of
managing storm water.”
This summer the university will tackle the run
off problem in parking lots M and N, and the area
east of the commons. The design process for these
projects started last fall, Moyer said.
Project one, phase one includes re-establishing
unstoppable slopes in the parking lots and collecting
storm water into a new series of storm sewers that
travel to the ravines. Check dams will be installed in
the ravines.
Project one, phase two will include check dams
and stream bank stabilization behind the CookDeWitt Center and a new series of storm sewers
behind Weed, Ott, Johnson and Hoobler Living
Centers.
Stormwater run-off can cause several problems,
said Alan Steinman, director of the Annis Water

PLEASE SEE WATER, 14

Sports

POLITICAL
TALK
8

Lacrosse team is
now 5-2 in their sec
ond season of play.
Showing they have
the talent to play
with other experi
enced clubs.

Downtown

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Luke Wark

(Right) Congressman Vernon Ehlers discusses issues with Grand Valley students and staff last Tuesday night during a Q&A session
at Laker Village North Community Center. (Left) Congressman Pete Hoekstra visited Laker Village North Community Center last
Tuesday night to engage in a Q&A session with students and staff.
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Professor Daleen
Menning lectured on
the creative process
used when designing
a mural as part of the
Art Lecture Series.

RHA hosts conference under the big top
■ The annual confer

Back Page

ence for 350 student lead
ers will he April 5-7.
Melissa Dembny
Grand Valley Lanthorn

1 £ Bo* World was held on
AO Wednesday. Students
built box houses and
slept in them overnight
at Robinson field to
experience how a
homeless person lives.

f

Grand Valley State University’s own
Resident Housing Association is bringing
the big top to GVSU this weekend. RHA
is hosting the annual Michigan
Organization
of
Residence
Hall
Association conference on April 5-7.
This year’s theme is the “Greatest Show
on Earth.”
MORHA is a student-run organization
that promotes and improves the aspects of
student life and residential living on col
lege and university campuses throughout
Michigan. Its focus is to provide pro
gramming and activities for on-campus
students .
“Basically, MORHA is intended to be
an umbrella organization for Michigan

schools that have Residence Hall the Allendale and Grand Rapids campus
Associations,” said Lyndsey Vitek, es.
Vitek said there will be a speaker from
MORHA 2002 conference co-chair. “It is
intended to be a networking system for the Shriner’s Children’s hospital to talk
the schools to share ideas with one anoth about philanthropy, a team builder activi
er and to enhance their own organization ty and an ovemighter at the Fieldhouse on
Friday.
through this gained knowledge."
“On Saturday, the delegates will be
Shannon Cross, MORHA 2002 con
attending programming sessions where
ference co-chair,
the students will network and learn new
says that
skills that can be
confer
applied at their
ence
is
universities,”
held each
Vitek said.
year at a
Some
of
different
these sessions
MORHA
of R*ius*r>a* moii Atioai atiom will cover how
member MicMgon Organises
wm^ml—^■ to |ea(j others,
school.
“A school must prepare a written and effective publicity, time management.
oral presentation,” Cross said. "This connecting Greek Life with residence life
presentation consists of a schedule of and approaching administration with stu
events, a complete budget, a conference dent concerns.
rhes6 sessions will be conducted by
theme, letter of support from school
administration and most of all the details veteran RHA members from universities
about what the conference will consist around Michigan.
The annual business meeting is also
of.”
This year, GVSU’s RHA has planned planned as pari of the conference events.
a circus theme with many events at both This is when the new state executive

RHA

board is elected. The members of the
state board lead the MORHA and attend
to the needs of member schools.
“As a group they plan monthly busi
ness meetings and address any concerns
that arise at these meetings,” Cross said.
“They also work to recruit news schools,
both large and small, so that MORHA can
be a more well- rounded organization.”
There are three people from GVSU
running for state board positions:
Shannon Cross for MORHA director,
Zach Kendra for associate director of
records and Lauren Kruer for chair of
public relations.
A staff of 23 GVSU students and fac
ulty have been planning the conference
since November of 2000.
Vitek said the conference is a change
for delegates to have fun meeting people
from other universities.
“The conference showcases Grand
Valley as a fine institution with many
quality student leaders,” Cross said. “It
also provides an atmosphere where dele
gates are comfortable and are afforded
many opportunities to learn about resi
dence life.”
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Magnum Tattooing Inc
Super-Store

Island Heat

7450 Union Ave.
Jen Ison. Ml 49428
-Tattoo Related Clothing-Largest Body Jewelry Selection In GR-Quality Custom Tat tool ng-Professlonal Body plerclng-

Located in Family Fare Plaza
895-6692
1st Visit Free
Students

The Si aMO(
All InTheFarmlylaitooJng
Can Be Found Here, Ac Our New Superstore!!!

5% off all tanning packages
10% off all lotions

rxTi

616-457-7546

Intinrtid in jobs or internships within
nonprofit, government, and human
sarvica organizations? Coma speak to
f6pf0S6nklkV9l 6QQ6T to meet with
youl Many local employers will be
attending this job fair to recruit
employees for their available positions.

Career Expo 2002
9, 2002
2:30 - 6 p.m.

Tuesday, April

Cornerstone University

1001

East Beltline Ave NE
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Bernice Hansen Center
Field House

For o In! ol am players iFsar will be attending the fair, go to
wwwhape.edu/itudeot/career/caiendari/axpo2002.hCml
Sponsored by West Michigan Collegiate Career Services,
including: Aquinas College, Calvin College,
Cornerstone University, Grand Volley State University, and
Hope College
Von transportation is available at no charge Please call
GVSU Career Services at 895 3311 or visit
http //www.gvsu odu/caroers/coroerovonts htm for
scheduling information

Campus View
Apartments & Townhomes I

NOW
LEASING

Serving GVSU Students.
Apartments

NEWUjpf
UNITS!
NOW AVAILABLE!

• Three floor plans are offered:
studio, one bedroom and
two bedroom

• Laundry facilities in each
building
• Air conditioning

Townhomes
• Three floor plans arc offered:
three or four bedroom

• Cable service available
Quiet buildings offered

Hit & Run, GVSU Lot N. Property Damage. Report
taken for insurance purposes. Closed.
Minor in Possession, North Campus Drive/Ravine
Drive. One cited. Subject is a student. Closed.
Minor in Possession, GVSU Lot D. Six cited. Four are
students. Closed.
Minor in Possession, Swanson Living Center. One
cited, subject trespassed from all GVSU property.
Subject is not a student. Closed.
Abandoned Vehicle, GVSU Lot N. Vehicle impounded
by Allendale Towing. Closed.
Traffic Accident, Grand Valley Apartments parking
lot. Property damage. Report taken for insurance pur
pose. Closed.
3/18/02

Traffic Accident, Grand Valley Apartments parking
lot. Property damage. Report taken for insurance pur
pose. Closed.
Medical, Tennis court behind Fieldhouse. Victim
injured hip due to fall. Treated at scene by Allendale
Fire and Rescue and Life EMS. Transported to
Spectrum Downtown by Life EMS. Victim is a stu
dent. Closed.
Malitious Destruction of Property, Zumberge Library.
Report of damage to GVSU property. Open.
Assist General Public, GVSU Lot D. Victim reported
damage to vehicle. Victim is a student. Closed.
Suspicious Situation, Ravine Apartjnents. Officer
investigated dispute between two people. Forwarded
to Dean of Students Office for Judicial Referral.
Closed.
Medical, Health Service. Victim had an allergic reac
tion to allergy shot. Treated at scene by Health
Services staff. Victim is a student. Closed.
3/22/02

Traffic Accident, Grand Valley Apartments parking
lot. Property damage. Report taken for insurance pur
pose. Closed.
Traffic Accident, West Campus Drive/Campus Drive.
Property damage. Closed.
Traffic Accident-Pedestrian, North Campus
Drive/Campus Drive. Pedestrian transported by Life
EMS to Spectrum Downtown. Closed.
Traffic Accident, GVSU Lot B. Property damage.
Report taken for insurance purpose. Closed.
Malicious Destruction of Property GVSU Lot G.
Victim reported damage to vehicle. Victim is a stu
dent. Closed.
Larceny, Rec. Center. Victim had personal items
stolen from unlocked locker. Victim is a student.
Open.
Minor in Possession, Hills Living Center. Two cited.
Both subjects are students. Closed.

Medical, sidewalk in front of Padnos Hall, yictim
became light headed and fell. Treated at scene by
Allendale Fire and Rescue and Life EMS. Transported
to Spectrum Downtown by Life EMS. Victim is a visi
tor. Closed.
Drove with License Suspended, North Campus Drive.
One cited. Subject is a student. Closed.
Larceny, Niemeyer Living Center. Victim reported
personal items stolen from laundry room. Victim is a
student. Open.

• Modern kitchens and appliances

• Full bath and shower

3/17/02

3/23/02

• Fully-furnished apartments

• Indoor swimming pool
and recreation room with
billiard tables

POLICE
BEAT

Make your opinion known!

• Spacious living with over
1200 square feet

Tell us what is pushing your buttons on
GVSU’s campus.

• Washer and dryer
• Central air and gas heat

Email your comments to the Lanthorn Editorial Board.
Make them a 150 words or less.
What topics are bothering you?

• Kitchens with modern
appliances & dishwasher
• Phone and cable in every room

editorial@lanthorn.com

• 2 bathrooms

Alpha Sigma Phi

• Unfurnished with window
treatments

Criminal Justice Honors Program Presents:

• Indoor swimming pool
and recreation room with
billiard tables

April 14th 12-5pm
-$20 per team (4-5 people)
-Half of the $ will go to a local charity

616-89S6678
I )1

US

} Tiul

\\ l'IHIc

CampusVIew

that the winning team picks
-Raffle drawings, games & lots of priz<
Sign Up: CJ Office 289C Dev

ciulalc, Michigan ilM()l

or Student Life Office 115KC
For further info contact
Laura Leroy at leroyl@student.gvsu.e
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Rachel Izzo, News Editot
newsQlanthorn. com

Festivities scheduled to celebrate student workers
DANIELLE MCGlLUS
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The sixth annual Student Employee
Appreciation Days celebration will be
taking place April 8-14 on both the Pew
and Allendale campuses.
The week of recognition is declared
by the President of the United States,
and each university celebrates in its
own way. Grand Valley State
University has scheduled a series of
events starting Monday and lasting
through Sunday.
Loma Holland, administrative
assistant for the student employment
office, said that there is about 1,700 stu
dents that work for Grand Valley. This
includes those that take part in workstudy and those who are regularly
employed by the university.
"We will be sending out cards to
each department to hand out to their

student-workers. They will show the
times and places of all of the events,"
Holland said. "It’s a really fun week."
Holland said that Monday is a
departmental "Appreciate Your Student
Day," and this is a day where each
department can have their own person
alized celebration. Movie passes may
be given out or they might have a
luncheon or potluck.
Tuesday a tent will be set up by the
Cook Carillon Plaza and hot dogs,
chips and pop will be served from 11:30
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. This will also be done
at the Pew Campus in the University
Club lunchroom.
Wednesday is "Dessert Day," spon
sored by the Clerical Office Technical
Association. Desserts will be served in
215 Kirkhof Center and at the
University Club at the Pew Campus
from noon until 1:30 p.m.
"They (COTH) sponsor the event
out of money from their union funds,"

Holland said. "A lot of them are those
whom supervise many student workers
on campus and know how valuable they

ii

--------------- --------------------

It's not like a lot of
other jobs; here you
can do your home
work in your down
time.
RACHEL REHMANN
Student worker

------------------- ------------ 99
are."
Thursday is "Check Drawing Day"
and about 200 prizes will be given out.
"Students are automatically entered

into the contest if they are on our pay
roll," Holland said. "The prizes vary in
value from about $10 to $60. The prizes
will be delivered to the students’
departments on Thursday and Friday."
Supervisors can check the electron
ic bulletin board, "Notices GVSU
Business," to see if their students won a
prize.
On Friday, students possessing
appreciation day cards will be able to
receive 25 percent off of any one item
of clothing at the University Bookstore.
On Sunday student workers can
take their card and student I.D. and
bowl at Fairlanes from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m. for $5 per person. That pays for
three games of bowling and shoe rental.
Supervisors are also encouraged to join
in and will receive the discount too.
Fairlanes Bowling Center is located at
3335 Fairlanes Ave., Grandville.
Senior Rachel Rehmann has worked
for the history department in Au Sable

Hall for the last four years.
"I am a receptionist and do a variety
of tasks such as running errands and
helping out the professors in any way,"
Rehmann said. "I’ve gone to the appre
ciation day events before and just
goofed around and tried to win some
prizes. I’ve won some fun little sou
venirs in the past."
Rehmann said working on campus
is really convenient, especially when
students live there the first few years
and don’t have the demands of making
lots of money to pay bills and rent each
month.
"It’s not like a lot of other jobs; here
you can do your homework in your
down time."
Holland said students can apply for
work-study jobs through the financial
aid department and there is also a list of
employment positions posted on the
student employment department’s Web
site.

GV considers adding online portfolios
Katie Van Loo
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand
Valley
State
University is considering mak
ing online portfolios, or e-port
folios, available to students.
According to Sue Korzinek,
director
of
Information
Technology at Grand Valley, an
e-portfolio is “an extensive
resume that links to an online
repository of a student’s papers,

problem sets, pictures from
study-abroad stints, and any
thing else that demonstrates the
student’s accomplishments and
activities.”
Students could also use eportfolios to highlight and dis
play their academic work both
to professors and to prospective
employers, and to help them
reflect on campus experiences.
“I would imagine it would
be similar to a student’s person
al N: drive space,” Korzinek

said.
“A designated
secure network space would be
assigned to every student for
their e-portfolio. They would
place information in this space
throughout their academic
career at GVSU.
“A student would have to
grant access to others to 'view'
this information, like potential
employers,” Korzinek said.
To make e-portfolios avail
able, Grand Valley would have
to incorporate new software

into its current system; this soft
ware would allow students to
post their work and other infor
mation online.
“We are looking into part
nering with other universities to
develop the software or the pos
sibility of purchasing a system
already designed that would be
able to integrate with our cur
rent suite of applications avail
able to students,” Korzinek
said.
General reactions to intro
ducing e-portfolios have been
very positive.
“Here at GVSU, I think
they'd be a great way for stu
dents to save and...submit work
in courses like WRT 150,” said
Roger Gilles, chair of the writ
ing department.
“They'd be an easy way for
faculty in all courses to get to
know their students- by review
ing the work the students have
done before the current class.
They'd be great for assessment
purposes - as the basis for get
ting SWS credit, for example, or
satisfying the junior-level writ
ing requirement.”
E-portfolios would be useful
for students in all majors at
Grand Valley.
Gilles said that they would
“...be a great way to pull things
together in capstone courses in
every major - a kind of look
back over the student’s whole
career, with new material added
during the capstone course
itself.”
He went on to say that eportfolios would be a good way
for students to “...share (their
work) with prospective employ
ers or graduate schools.
“It seems to me that we
already have the server space
and the technology to use these
at GVSU,” Gilles said.
He is all for Grand Valley
making e-portfolios an option
for students.

Equity program empowers those involved
Mark McGarry
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Walt Disney once said, "All
our dreams can come true, if we
have the courage to pursue
them." Equity in the Classroom
is a program, which is helping
dreams for many students come
true.
The program focuses on
empowering schools and profes
sors with knowledge of students
of color to make their college
experience better.
Dr. A. M. Ulana Klymyshyn
Director of the Multicultural
Education Center at Central
Michigan University, which is
hosting the event this year,
explained who sponsors the con
ference.

"The conference is co-spon
sored
by
the
Michigan
Department's
of
Career
Development, 15 state universi
ties, and several independent
universities," she said.
Some of those universities,
which sponsor the event, are
Central Michigan, Eastern
Michigan, Ferris, Grand Valley,
Michigan State, and the
University of Michigan.
To help empower schools
and professors the program
holds a conference yearly. This
year the conference is at Soaring
Eagle Casino and Resort in
Mount Pleasant, under the title
of, "Weaving Threads of Color
into Higher Education." An
informational packet for the
conference explains that title

incorporates both the future
population and the different
aspects of higher education.
Bobby Springer Associate
Director of the Office of
Minority Affairs/Multicultural
Center explained some of the
goals that the conference shoots
for.
"The goal is always to
increase minority representation
and not just get them to the col
leges. Also it is to set up the
right system so that they can
benefit, grow and ultimately
graduate, and then give back to
the community," he said.
Klymyshyn adds, "The goal
of the conference is to review
the progress made toward
increasing the numbers of
under-represented students in

Michigan universities."
To meet these goals the con
ference will have a session
examining the progress of
equality in graduation rates, and
recruitment rates for the nation.
There will also be sessions that
will demonstrate ways to inte
grate diversity into curriculums
and improve learning environ
ments.
All of these sessions come
out of a want to build on the
prior conferences to improve
strategies to help minorities gain
a bachelor’s degree and to
explore the consequences when
higher education fails.
Klymyshyn explained how
the program would help minori-
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Binge drinking among students is a growing concern for campus officials.

Binge drinking rises
in colleges across
nation, survey says
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Looking at the nationwide
trends and statistics a decade
ago people would think that
every university in the United
States was plagued with alco
holism. The truth is that with
the push to educate college stu
dents on the effects of drinking
the national averages for college
drinking is decreasing.
According to a survey per
formed by the Harvard School
of Public Health, 65 percent
more of college students now
inhabit substance free residence
halls.
Greek organizations,
where studies have found high
binge drinking rates, enroll
ments have decreased as well.
In addition to these statistics
the number of students who
abstain from drinking has
increased from 16.4 percent to
19.3 percent.
Certain statistics still trouble
people, though. Forty-four per
cent of college students in the
Harvard survey admitted to
binge drinking within the past
two weeks of the study.
Another survey said that out
of 10,000 students polled from
119 different colleges, seventy
percent of students admitted to

binge drinking in the past 30
days.
Grand
Valley
State
University seems to be making a
push towards reducing the
amount of college drinking.
Some administrators seems to
feel that the initial step in reduc
ing college drinking has to come
from the students themselves.
"It takes a commitment on
the part^of students to say that
we really don’t like the conse
quences of the heavy drinking
and we prefer so that we are
going to cutback and we are
going to support our friends in
cutting back," said Nancy
Harper of ALERT Labs. "I think
a lot of the heaviest drinking
that goes on is because students
don’t know what the conse
quences are of really heavy
drinking."
At Grand Valley heavy
drinking has decreased from 9
percent in April 2000 to 4 per
cent in 2001. The amount of
drinking
among moderate
drinkers has also reduced from
around four drinks at a sitting to
approximately 2.5 drinks.
Although Grand Valley has
created organizations such as
the Passport Program, and wel-

PLEASE SEE BINGE, 14

Gabrion jury members hold press conference at Grand Valley State
Rachel Izzo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Last week eight jury members from
the Marvin Gabrion murder trial
arrived at Grand Valley State
University’s Meijer Public Broadcast
Center in the Eberhard Center to
address an issue the media would not
give up on; their feelings on sentencing
Gabrion to death.
This was Michigan’s first death
penalty case, and after the six day trial
and five day sentencing procedure end
ing on March 16, the jury just wanted a
break.
The judge sealed off the jury’s’
names for one week in order for the
jury members to put their lives back
together.
However, Chuck Furman, assistant
general manager of Grand Valley’s TV
station WGVU said that some members
of the media would not let the jury be.

1

“Some of the jurors started to get
hounded,” he said. “They started look
ing for an organized way to get togeth
er.”
Gabrion, 48, was convicted in the
death of Rachel Timmerman, 19, who
had accused him of rape. Her body,
which was weighed down with cinder
blocks, was recovered from Oxford
Lake in the Manistee National Forest.
This portion of the lake was owned by
the U.S. Forest Service and that
enabled Gabrion to be prosecuted in
federal court.
If the body was found 200 ft. north
then the murder would have been dealt
with by Newaygo County and the death
penalty would not have been an option.
John Scherff, the jury foreman and
maintenance supervisor at GVSU said
that the jury agreed to hold one press
conference on the condition that they
would not be bothered afterwards.
Scherff has worked at Grand Valley
for 38 years and is the longest serving

»
I

employee at the university. He said the
trial brought out many emotions in the
jury and himself.
“It was educational, stressful, some
times painful, sometimes comical," he
said. “Maybe even a little tedious, just
day after day after day. As the trial pro
gressed it went through the whole
gamete of emotions.”
Scherff was selected from a jury
pool of about 500 people from the
entire federal district, which includes
the entire state of Michigan. One third
of those people were interviewed and
out of the interviews 16 people were
selected including four alternates.
Since the death penalty was an
option in this case the jury members
were preselected on their opinions
about sentencing a person to death.
“This jury was preselected not to
oppose the death penalty on principle
then in effect the death penalty would
not have been a possibility as the appli
cable law requires,” Scherff said.

Scherff said that the trail will not
change his every day life, but he will
always remember the experience of
serving as part of the Gabrion murder
trial.
“It will always be remembered as an
extremely
profound
experience,”
he said. “ I
will always
remember
the people I
served with
as with the
greatest
respect.
Other than
that it will
not change
my
every
day life. Life
always goes
on.”
A
n

appeal process will likely be the next
step in Gabrion’s case.
The appeals court is in Cincinnati,
and if Gabrion is unsuccessful there the
process can go all the way to the
Supreme Court.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

ers of the Gabrion murder trial at Last

fSU.
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Paying attention?
President Murray will soon choose GVSU's next provost,
but few students have expressed any interest in the
search. With the amount ofpower the provost exerts over
students, it would benefit them to know a little about the
candidates.
Grand Valley State University is in the process of selecting a new
provost. For some people, this is old news. For many others, it
is not. There are students who don’t know what a provost is,
what a provost does, and who frankly could not care less.

GVLI SPEAK UP
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:

Are you going to vote in the student senate electionP

University officials are quick to dismiss this fact, saying that it
isn’t important that they know these things. Because the provost
has little impact on their daily lives, students don’t really need to
concern themselves with it. But his or her decisions do affect
students in a profound and continual way. There are very few
areas of academia that the provost does not touch. He or she sets
the curriculum, oversees deans and professors, designs and main
tains new programs, helps set the university budget. The list
goes on in on. Ben Witt, student senate president, thinks the
provost is more important than the president in students’ lives,
and calls the lack of student interest “pathetic.”
With all of this power, why is it that only a handful of students
showed up to meet and talk with the three provost candidates?
Although President Mark Murray will ultimately decide who will
get the job, students can have a say in the process. They have
the opportunity to be a part of an important choice, one that will
greatly affect Grand Valley.

"I didn't even know it was going

Tve thought about it, and I got

on yet, but I would like to. I

the e-mail. I don’t really follow

me vote there. It didn't work. I’ll

think it's good to get students

up on Grand Valley's politics,

try again tomorrow. I want to

involved in decisions the college

but if I get the time to make a

is making."

good choice about the candi
dates I will go vote."

vote because I go to this school
and think it is worth it to vote."

Steve Rybeck

"I tried online, but it wouldn't let

Jeff Koetje

Sophomore

Molly O'Connor

Sophomore

Finance

Junior

Chemistry

The few people that showed up at the provost interviews were
almost all connected to student senate. What happened to the
other campus leaders? Student organizations could have easily
designated at least one person to attend the interviews in order to
make sure that their concerns and issues were voiced and their
questions were answered. Then group members could make an
informed decision as to which finalist would best benefit the uni
versity.

Classics

To those students who want to be involved in the decision, check
out the local papers for articles on the candidates, search their
universities’ Web sites for information, ask professors, deans, stu
dent senators, etc. questions. And then let President Murray
know who you think will help strengthen the next Grand Valley.
GVL I OPINION POLICY

"No I haven't and probably

“No, I don't know too much

won’t, just because I don't know

about it to really care."

anything about it."

The Ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of inter
est to the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehi
cles of expression for reader opinions:
letters to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must be signed and accompa
nied with current picture identification.
Letters will be checked by an employee
of the Grand Valley Lanthom.
Letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for for letter length is
one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for

length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing hand
written letters.
The name of the author is usually pub
lished but may be withheld for com
pelling reasons.

know anything about the candi
dates."

Brandon Walch
Julie Geurink

Junior

Cindy Fiori

Junior

Information Systems

Junior

Marketing

Health Science

Watch for this computer icon. It points to
special on-line extras. Just one more way we
are trying to get you the news!

Send letters to:
Editor - Grand Valley Lanthorn
100 Commons
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, MI 49401-9403

www.lanthorn.com
www.lanthorn.com

Or e-mail them to:
editorial@lanthorn.com

"No, because I don't really

-get your news!

GVL I STUDENT OPINION

Debate for truth harms more than helps
Beth Cordes
writes for the
GVL Student
Opinion. Her
views do not
necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.
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When faced with a traumatic
event that permanently alters lives
and forever changes the perspec
tive from which people view the
world and its workings, those in
the heart of the tragedy need some
thing to cling to and guide them
through the hazy maze of emotion
al, physical, mental, and spiritual
recovery.
Many people who have sud
denly lost loved ones often hang
onto some positive last thing or
word their late beloved did or said
- that routine good-bye kiss that
would turn out to be the last, that
one last email received after the
death, a shopping list on the
kitchen counter with the words “I
love you” scrawled at the bottom.
In testimonies, grieving family
members claim that these final lit
tle remainders of their loved one
are things they hold close to them
as they move through the grieving
process.
Now, imagine for a moment

what a family’s response would be
if they were told that that cher
ished final action or note was false
- for some reason someone else
left the note, or that final kiss
meant nothing because their
spouse was involved with someone
else.
That crucial sense of closure
would be obliterated; something
that had become sacred would be
tainted.This is essentially what is
continuing to happen in the case of
the family and friends of Cassie
Bemall, one of the victims in the
1995 Columbine shooting.
Many are familiar with what is
believed by many to be her story as one of the gunman held a gun to
her head, he asked, "Do you
believe in God?” From her there
was a definite pause, perhaps real
izing what was to be her fate,
before she answered, “Yes.”
The gunman who was but a
child cackled, “Why?” and, with
out waiting for an answer, pulled

i

the trigger, ending her young life.
. While clearly her family and
friends were devastated, they clung
to the account of her final word so much so that her mother, Misty
Bemall, published a book entitled,
“She Said Yes: The Unlikely
Martyrdom of Cassie Bemall.”
This one word is the one that
can give them enough peace to
smile through their tears at the
empty seat at the dinner table and
say, “She’s with God now.”
However, this belief is now
being challenged - mostly by the
media, but somewhat by friends as
well. A couple of the eyewitness
accounts in the library are conflict
ing - some claim that Cassie only
stated “Yes,” while others claim
that she went on to suggest to her
killer that “he, too, should follow
God’s path.”
Others claim that her words
have been confused with those of
Val Schnurr, a survivor of the
attack who was also in the library

t

with Cassie and spoke words simi
lar to Cassie’s.
When eyewitness Craig Scott
attested to hearing Cassie’s confes
sion, and was taken to the library
and asked to point out the location
from where he heard the voices, he
pointed to Val Schnurr’s table.
The Bemalls continue to be
harassed by people who weren’t
even there who insist that their
daughter’s last words - spoken
seven years ago - are false.
Whether or not Cassie said
what many claim she did on that
bloody April day, it is apparent
that the belief that she did indeed
declare that one glorious syllable is
one of the key things that is allow
ing the loved ones she left behind
to move on, to find peace in the
fact that she is happy in heaven
with her God - the God that she
refused to deny, even when staring
at death down the barrel of a gun.
One might argue that those try
ing to disprove Cassie’s claim

should simply “agree to disagree”
and stop trying to prove something
that will never be fully proven —
just let these people believe what
they need to believe in order to
survive such an acute and aching
loss. Whether they’re believing
the truth or something other than
the truth, many in the media have
been confused as to where exactly
their boundary for seeking out the
truth lies. Some have crossed it.
While it is imperative that the
media continually be in quest of
“the true story”, there comes a
point when one must realize that
there will never be an absolute
truth known; it will never be a fact
that Cassie said one thing or didn't
say another. There comes a point
when, for lack of a more fitting
term, many need to learn to just
give it a rest.
Let the debates rest, let the
conflicting stories rest, let those
vying for public recognition rest.
Most of all, let Cassie rest.
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Ben Witt
writes for the
GVL Student
Opinion. His
views do not nec
essarily
represent those of
the
newspaper.

Who Are the GVSU Greeks?
Why is it that the Greek population of
Grand Valley State University has to defend
itself? After all, is it not common knowl
edge that, to even be Greek, a student must
be above the average student grade point
average to be in a student organization (2.5
as opposed to 2.0)?
Do people not realize that every chapter
on this campus requires mandatory commu
nity service and that each has a philanthropy
that it annually gives money to? Does
everyone not know about the overwhelming
number of student senators,
Resident/Multicultural Assistants, RHA
members, student employees, Lanthom
writers, and other student leaders who also
happen to be Greek?
Finally, is it not common knowledge to
the average member of the university com
munity that the Greek population is more
diverse, by percentage, than the rest of this
campus? I would guess that the average
member of the GVSU community has no
idea that any of these things are true. Now,
why is that?
The Stereotypes and Prejudices
Greeks will probably never be able to
live down the "Animal House" stereotypes
that have perverted the true intentions of
Greek organizations since the ‘60s and ‘70s.

For instance, Greeks at GVSU cannot
even have "keg parties," and Greek parties
at GVSU are required to be controlled envi
ronments - unlike parties that happen over
at some of our off-campus apartment com
plexes! In fact, most Greek organizations,
with only a few exceptions, are not even
allowed to throw parties in their Greek
housing.
It is also a historical stereotype that
Greek organizations are non-inclusive envi
ronments that do not promote diversity.
While it is true that fraternities are "maleonly" and sororities are "female-only," in
the Inter-fraternity Council and Pan Hellenic
organizations on this campus; that is where
the non-inclusiveness ends!
Our GVSU Greeks come in every size,
shape, and color that God has made on this
earth. We also have people of every sexual
orientation in the Greek system. Truly
Greek organizations on this campus do not
have time for the petty prejudices that still,
unfortunately, linger in our society at large.
Greeks have also been traditionally
viewed as elitists due to the fact that they
pay membership dues. This leads to the
ignorant referring to going Greek as "buying
friends."
Actually, membership dues (like dues in
any club or organization) go into paying for
activities, housing and other perks reserved

for members. Almost every non-Greek on
this campus has a friend or acquaintance
who is Greek and they do not pay them.
Friendship is priceless and could not be
bought even if a price were to be placed on
it.
Finally, Greeks are still believed to haze
and degrade new members. This is com
pletely untrue of the GVSU Greek system.
While there used to be such acts, they have
been phased out and now new members are
built up as people and citizens through edu
cational programs and community service.
If you beat someone they will be broken
down; whereas, if you educate someone
they will be built up and gain enlighten
ment.
Greeks here tend to be quite enlightened
and well-adjusted individuals.
The Reality of GVSU Greek Life
GVSU is a fast-growing, young, and
exciting place to be. The Greek system is
no different. The leadership in the Greek
community is amazing. I am always hum
bled to be a part of such a diverse, ener
getic, and dynamic bunch of individuals.
This system has so many of GVSU’s best
and brightest that it is no wonder that so
many Greeks from GVSU go on to be lead
ers in their communities.
The Lanthom has its ups and downs

with it’s portrayal of Greek Life. For exam
ple, last week’s issue featured a cartoon
which suggested Greek Week to be a big '
drinking binge. That was too bad, because
the main components of Greek Week are
unity, community, and service.
As far as I know, drinking is not an offi
cial component of anything related to Greek
Week. In the paper’s defense, the Lanthom
also does a good job of showing some of the
positives of the system in it’s articles; how
ever, I do not think that there is enough ink
in the paper to tout the virtues of each one
of our phenomenal Greek organizations.
Let me conclude by saying that Greek
Life is not for everyone, however, it is for
more of you than you may think! I know
that going Greek and joining my fraternity,
Delta Sigma Phi, was an experience that I
will always look back on as one of the best
decisions that I made in college.
As a Greek at GVSU I have gotten to be
around leaders who continually astound me,
givp back to my community, have a lot of
fun, and find out just what the greatest
treasure in life is. Give Greek a chance!
Find out more by visiting the Office of
Student Life or calling Aaron Haight, the
assistant director of Student Life in charge
of Greek Life, at 895-2345. You have noth
ing to lose by at least becoming educated on
what it really is to be Greek on our campus.

The Wild Geese vs. the Party Poopers
Erin Klitzke
writes for the
GVL Student
Opinion. Her
views do not
necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

Many of you during this election week
have seen posters promoting the "Wild
Geese" party, which supports some major
issues that many students and faculty of
Grand Valley State University want to see
addressed. For uniting in support of these
common goals, outing Student Senate
President Ben Witt has criticized the mem
bers of the Wild Geese party, even going so
far as allegedly calling party member
Michael Jackson "a fool" last Thursday,
March 28.
In a written statement, Jackson reported
the incident as well as Witt saying "[Wittl
was afraid that the Wild Geese party and
people like |Jackson| might be running stu
dent senate" during the 2002-2003 school
year.
Witt wrote in an editorial that ran in the
March 28 edition of the Lanthorn (written
before the alleged remarks were made to
Jackson) that one of the reasons student sen
ate was great is due to the fact that "student
senators are not inherently bound to a con
stituency base" and they vote "their con
science on issues and doing what they feel
is right."
There is something inherently wrong
with that because the student senate is sup

Aletter from the student senate president
Dear students of GVSU,
Tuesday the student senate was made aware of the fact that our
online voting process for the senate had some flaws. Paramount among
them was the fact that students could access your results. Upon being
informed of this fact, I ordered online voting to be stopped until the
problem could be fixed.
Online voting is a new method for the senate to reach out to stu
dents. Admittedly, we do not have the resources to do this perfectly. We
hope you understand that we are always looking out for your best inter
ests and convenience. The senate wishes to apologize to you for the
problems that we had in doing online voting but also assure you that
these problems will not happen again.
Thank you for voting online and at the booths for the 2002-03 stu
dent senate.
Sincerely,
Ben Witt
President, GVSU student senate

posed to represent the interests of the stu
dent body of Grand Valley State.
The student body is the constituency of
the student senate, and senate should be
bound to this constituency and represent its
interests. The fact that senate cannot be
held accountable for its actions by the stu
dent body - its constituency - is a major
problem inherent in the system.
Later in his column, Witt speaks in
veiled terms about the Wild Geese party,
calling them "a movement by several stu
dents running for senate" that has a party
platform. I, for one, would like to know
what is wrong with that? Doesn’t the stu
dent body have a right to know the issues of
the candidates and what they are looking to
do for us?
Through their campaign posters and
their readily available platform, the Wild
Geese have laid it all out on the table for the
student body - their constituency knows
exactly what this group of eight candidates
is looking for. Witt also accuses the group
of being partisan - if one reads their party
platform, it says right up at the top that it is
a NON-PARTISAN group. Witt also insin
uates that the Wild Geese party is no more
than a "faction" that is running "in order to

change the senate to Fit their needs and fol
low their agenda."
He also seems to believe that this party,
like the "factions" of the past, will fail and
does not represent the will of the student
body. He offers no evidence to support this,
other than the idea that the factions of the
past have failed.
For those of you who never found out,
the Wild Geese ran for senate on a platform
looking for increased computer accessibili
ty, "increased communication between stu
dents, faculty, and senate," and better "dis
tribution of funds and senate accountabili
ty"
Essentially, what the Wild Geese were
looking for was better communication and
an increase in the information - as well as
better ways of communicating - about cam
pus events and issues, more access to com
puters - essentially, 24-hour labs and a lab
closer to the Lake Halls, where most classes
are - and the ability to hold senate account
able for the money it spends and better allo
cation of funds to the various fund-manage
ment boards.
A common mantra this year regarding
that particular subject happens to be that the
"special interest FMB got screwed," which

is true. Due to a senate gag order on the
topic, specifics cannot be gone into, but the
student body should really know that while
senate was perfectly willing to unnecessari
ly send Ben Witt and Thomn Bell to
Washington DC to meet with representa
tives Hoekstra and Ehlers - who were on
campus on Tuesday, March 26, 2002 - for a
price tag of more than $ 1,800, senate was
unwilling to spend what broke down to a
few dollars per student to benefit a far
greater number of students on campus.
It should be said that the Wild Geese
have at least one major supporter among the
faculty. Kevin Den Dulk, assistant profes
sor of political science here at Grand Valley,
has gone on record saying "If (Ben Witt is]
calling you [Michael Jackson] a fool, he can
call me one too." Den Dulk is a firm sup
porter of the Wild Geese party, and so is
this reporter - I’d rather have my views
clearly represented by people I know will
represent them than by people who haven’t
been telling me what they plan to do.
Editor’s note: Ben Witt’s March 28
column can he read online at
www.lanthorn.com.
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GVL I LETTERS TO
Welcome to the party
Some feathers seem out of
place after a gaggle of students
recently established a political
party on campus called the “Wild
Geese.” The stated reasons for the
ruffled feathers, as reflected in
Senate President Ben Witt’s recent
Lanthom editorial, take the form of
the following assertions: parties are
nothing more than organized
groups of people whose self-inter
ested pursuits inevitably subvert
individual consciences, disunite the
body politic, and discourage elect
ed officials from seeking the public
good.
That is a dim view of parties,
but it is entirely plausible and
familiar. Indeed, such concerns
about parties have a long history in
American politics, predating even
George Washington’s forceful
denunciation of party politics in his
famous Farewell Address.
But allow me to submit a brief
for party politics at GVSU. There
are many reasons supporting the
introduction of parties into student
government, but chief among them
is their deliberative role. Many
students find that maintaining a
serious, long-term debate about
campus issues can be especially
difficult because students are by
definition temporary citizens at
GVSU (or at least I hope you are!).
Parties help encourage sus
tained debate about issues by mobi
lizing groups of people over time groups that take on a life of their
own and outlive their transitory
members. Parties also provide a
link between those debates and
actual decision-making about poli
cy, sometimes through a member’s
commitment to enacting a party
platform (though commitment to a
platform does not mean that mem
bers must check their own con

THE EDITOR

sciences at the party’s door, as
some seem to believe). Finally, par
ties can encourage greater turnout
and help citizens make up their
minds about candidates, often serv
ing as a proxy vote in a crowded
electoral field.
Think about the expectations in
GVSU elections: in this year’s
election, students are supposed to
consider 42 candidates and vote for
up to 15 people to fill a total of 35
seats. Some studies of voting
behavior suggest that such expecta
tions can be overwhelming for vot
ers, contributing to general voter
apathy and aiding intensely inter
ested groups who vote for their
favored candidates.
In the void left by the absence
of parties, such specialized inter
ests tend to have an advantage.
Ironically, that’s just the sort of fac
tionalism that rightly concerns
Messrs Witt and Washington.
While I encourage members of
the Wild Geese and other students
to consider establishing their own
parties, none of the preceding argu
ment is an endorsement of the prin
ciples and policies of their parties.
They must make their own case to
the student body, and I don’t know
much about their platforms in any
case. I simply want to point out
some of the general reasons parties
at GVSU might be a healthy addi
tion. By introducing parties into
campus politics, I suspect those
Geese may have laid a golden egg.
Kevin R. den Dulk
Professor, Department of
Political Science
Stop perpetuating Greek
stereotypes
I am writing in response to
March 28 issue where a extremely
negative cartoon was published

regarding the Greek Community.
The person responsible for the car
toon obviously knows nothing
about Greek Week or the Greek
Community here at Grand Valley.
They missed the fact that in
one week, Monday through
Thursday, the Greek Community
raised over $9000.00, volunteered
the week prior for Community
Outreach Week, and had numerous
members donate blood. However,
the cartoonists decided it would be
better to play on a stereotype of
Greek Life which does not fully
exist at GVSU.
The Grand Valley Greek
Community strives to be the best
and is constantly giving back to the
campus and the community sur
rounding them. Greek Week for
the Greek Community was about
unity, fun, celebrating being Greek,
and trying to help out people who
are less fortunate than themselves.
I think it is unfortunate that the
such an uneducated cartoon was
published.
Obviously the cartoonist did
not do their research regarding the
Grand Valley Greek Community
before they decided to make up a
pretend Greek Week game, which
has never been done here on this
campus.
This person must have obtained
all the little knowledge they think
they know about the Greek System
from movies. I have a bit of
advice, before people begin to bash
a system, maybe they should know
a thing or two about it.
I challenge the entire GVSU
Community to stop buying into
stereotypes and base their opinions
of groups on the actual individuals
in the group instead of what they
may think to be true.
Erin K McNally
President

Greek'
President’s Council
Hateful messages need to stop
Over the past few days there
have been many messages of a reli
gious (Christian) nature written on
the sidewalks with chalk. They
have been loving and uplifting
messages, and it was a pleasure to
see them. Today, however, I saw
messages of a different sort written
on the ground.
One was the word "God" with
a line drawn through it, another
said, "religion is for the weak
minded," and another (it wasn't
completely legible) referred to sex
ual abuse and Catholic priests and
asked if that was what Christianity
was about, though I would love to
address a number of issues, let me
first just say that Catholic priests
are not representative of all believ
ers. I wont get into
Catholic/Protestant debate here,
suffice to say that neither denomi
nation approves of sexual abuse.
The sexually depraved priests
have sinned and if they don't repent
they will be punished. What is a
more pressing concern is the hate
ful nature of these messages. I
don't believe that they could have
been written for any other reason
than to insult believers and God
Almighty.
1 am disappointed that in this
day and age educated people could
be so cowardly and hateful. It was
a shameful display. As a final
word, it is Good Friday as I write
this and I encourage everyone out
there to except the gift of forgive
ness and accept Jesus Christ as
Lord and Savior. God Bless Grand
Valley.
David Hansm
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THE SCOOP
A glance at the week ahead
Thursday, April 4
♦Photography Senior Thesis
Exhibit, 9 a.m.
♦ON CAMPUS RECRUIT
ING: City Year Americorp.
Elementary/Middle School
tutoring, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
♦Greek Round Table Lunch,
12 p.m. to 2 p.m.
♦MEN’S TENNIS VS.
HILLSDALE COLLEGE,
4-6 p.m.
♦Movie: M (1931) Directed by
Fritz Lang, 7 p.m.
♦ Bear in the Big Blue House at
DeVos Hall, 7 p.m.
♦MTV2 Presents Apex Theory
and Andrew WK at the
Intersection, 7 p.m.
♦Film: My Life starring
Michael Keaton, Nicole
Kidman, 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Friday, April S
♦Bear in the Big Blue House at
DeVos Hall, 10:30 a.m. and
7 p.m.
♦University Academic Senate
meeting, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
♦Catholic Mass 4:30-5:30 p.m.
♦GVSU Theatre - Mother
Courage and Her Children,
7 p.m.
Saturday, April 6
♦Stride for Pride a 5K Walk,
Run, 10 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
♦R.I.C.E. Conference hosted
by the Asian Student Union.
The conference addresses cur
rent and past issues that affect
society as a whole for the pres
ent and future. The conference
is free so please attend. 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
♦Bear in the Big Blue House at
DeVos Hall, 10:30 a.m. and
2 p.m.
♦MEN'S TENNIS vs. ALMA
COLLEGE, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
♦BASEBALL vs. SAGINAW
VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY. I - 5 p.m.
♦GVSU Theatre - Mother
Courage and Her Children,
7:30 p.m.
♦Rob Zombie at the DeltaPlex,
7:30 p.m.
♦Slant at the Intersection,
8 p.m.
Sunday, April 7
♦BASEBALL vs. SAGINAW
VALLEY STATE UNIVERSI
TY, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
♦WOMEN’S SOFTBALL vs.
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSI
TY, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
♦Bear in the Big Blue House at
DeVos Hall,
1 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.
♦GVSU Theatre - Mother
Courage and Her Children.
2 p.m.
♦Music Department Small
Ensembles Concert featuring
the Madrigal Ensemble and the
Chamber Orchestra,
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
♦Film: My Life staring
Michael Keaton, Nicole
Kidman, 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
♦Kittie at the Intersection,
6:30 p.m.
Monday, April 8
♦Art and Design BFA Thesis
Exhibits, 9 a.m.
♦Movie: Best in Show (2000)
Directed by Christopher Guest,
7 p.m.
♦Film: The Man Who Wasn’t
There, 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Tuesday, April 9
♦Art and Design BFA Thesis
Exhibits, 9 a.m.
♦ON CAMPUS RECRUIT
MENT: CompHealth Medical
Staffing. Marketing/Recruiting
and Consulting positions,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
♦ SOFTBALL vs. LAKE
SUPERIOR STATE UNIVER
SITY, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
♦Career Expo 2002, 2:30 p.m.
to 6 p.m.
♦GVSU College Republicans
Formal Debate, 6-8 p.m.
♦Tenacious D at the DeltaPlex,
7:30 p.m.
♦Music Department Artist Faculty Recital Series featuring
Gregory Crowell, harpsichord
and organ, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
♦Canadian Brass at DeVos
Hall. 8 p.m.
♦Residence Housing
Association Meeting, 9 p.m. to
11 p.m.

lakerlife@Ut n thorn. com

Safety concerns arise after accident
Karf.n Nichols
Grand Valley Lanthoni

Whether students are walk
ing, jogging, or running on cam
pus, what precautions do they
take to stay safe?
Due to a recent event, this
question is at hand.
Public Safety reports show
that on March 21 at 5:20 p.m. on
North Campus Dr. and Ravine
Center Dr., a group of four run
ners had been running north on
the sidewalk on the east side of
the road. When they approached
the crosswalk, three of them
stopped and one continued into
traffic. The driver was unable to
stop because the student darted
out so suddenly. The student
was quickly released from
Spectrum with bruises and con
tusions.
"Even though I have the
right of way when crossing, I
always stop because cars don't
always brake for pedestrians.
Some jerks even speed up," said
junior Regina Lambrix.
Officer Bruce Morningstar,
Grand Valley State University’s
new community policing officer,
said students should take
responsibility for their own safe
ty"I urge students to use desig

nated crosswalks. That’s what
the white lines are there for,"
Morningstar said. "Especially at
night, the crosswalks are lit up
and problems can occur if peo
ple dart out into the street from
an unlit area where cars can’t
see them.
"A big challenge on campus
is helping to prevent students
from being a victim," he said.
"We want students to learn how
to prevent themselves from even
getting into a bad situation alto
gether."
If a student w ants to go run
ning or jogging at night, it is
suggested to go with a friend
and to wear bright reflective
clothing. Even if students are
walking on campus during the
day, it is important to use the
crosswalks.
"I always run by myself at
night because during daylight
hours I’m in class and working,"
said
sophomore
Melissa
Rheaume. "If I have to cross the
street I usually don’t use cross
walks. I normally run across the
road wherever I feel like it.
"I always wear a bright col
ored sweatshirt, and I have
reflectors on my shoes. 1 wear
headphones too, but that means
that I can’t hear any cars coming
or anything."

Morningstar will be Grand
Valley’s community policing
officer for the next two years
and he hopes to communicate
and educate students on a vari
ety of issues, including campus
safety. By doing so, it works on
getting rid of the "us vs. them"
mentality between officers and
students.
"It would be nice if public
safety and students had a better
relationship," said sophomore
Maris Venia.
"It takes a unique officer to
work with college students,"
Morningstar said. "I want to
work with students on problem
solving, crime prevention, safe
ty, and I want to understand the
students. Getting out on campus
and being with them will give
them the chance to get to know
me and in time 1 hope they will
be comfortable enough to talk to
me about anything."
Morningstar has worked for
the Department of Public Safety
since May 1998, and has been
involved w ith many activities on
campus such as minority affairs,
Women’s Center, housing meet
ings, ALERT Labs.
He is currently working with
Marlene Kowalski-Braun, direc-

PLEASE SEE SAFETY, II
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GVSU Police Officer Bruce Morningstar writes up a ticket for a speeding
violation. Speeding on campus is more strictly enforced due to a high
pedestrian population.

OT month to
inform campus
Angie Woodke
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley lanthorn / Patrick Millard I

Tuesday and Wednesday of last week GVSU hosted another blood drive in Kirkhof. Blood donors received
ice cream for their donation. Here, Tracy Palmer sterilizes the arm of Trisha Place before taking her blood.

Stride for Pride to be held Saturday
Marcie Westover
Grand Valley Lanthorn

For those Grand Valley State
University students who wish to
make a difference in the lives of
others should join Volunteer!
GVSU at the annual Stride for
Pride event on April 6.
This year’s event is being
coordinated
through
the
Volunteer!
GVSU
group
Disabilities. Stride for Pride is a
5k run/walk.
Students and members of the
community can run, walk,
rollerblade or use whatever they
wish,
said
Disabilities
Coordinator Jessica McAuliffe.

"The ev^nt is basically try
ing to enhance those in the com
munity that need extra assist a n c e ,
McAuliffe
said.

Participants
can obtain pledge
sheets or a $20 donation is sug
gested.

All of the proceeds go to
Paws with a Cause. The group
provides dogs to assist people
with disabilities.
Stride for Pride will run
from 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. The
run/walk begins at Kirkhof and
continues on a trail around cam
pus.
A free lunch and possible
prizes will be provided. At
11:30 a.m. a guest speaker will
come on behalf of Paws with a
Cause. There will also be pup
pies for the organization.
"Basically it is a look at dif
ferent organizations that help
people in the community,"
McAuliffe said.

and the cookies will be sold for
a very reasonable price - around
10 cents.
Both groups will participate
as a team for the American
Cancer Society's Relay for Life,
which will take place on campus
on April 13-14.
SOTA and the Pre-OT club
will be collecting canned goods
for the needy on April 18-19 at
all student living areas.
The donations will go to
God’s Kitchen

i
Many of you are probably
familiar with the term occupa
tional therapy, but some of you
may not be able to explain what
it means.
According to a pamphlet
from
The
American
Occupational
Therapy
Association,
“Occupational
therapy is a
health and
rehabilita
occupation*lal
tion profe s s i o n
that helps
individu
als achieve
independ
Grand Rapids, which is one of
ence in their lives despite dis the fieldwork sites for Grand
abilities.”
Valley students, Sisco said.
The Occupational Therapy
T here will also be a drop box
Program is here to familiarize for the food drive located in
Grand Valley State University Kirkhof on Friday, April 19,
students with what it is they do from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
for the entire month of April,
The
Grand
Valley
which is occupational therapy Occupational Therapy Program
month.
started in 1996, Sisco said. This
The Occupational Therapy year’s class will be the fourth
Master of Science Program here class to graduate from the pro
at GVSU supports two different gram.
groups, which are SOTA
Since the program is rela
(Student Occupational Therapy tively new, Sisco sees this
Association) and the Pre-OT month as an opportunity to “get
Club, said William Sisco, assis their name out on campus” and
tant professor of occupational let people know what they are
therapy and faculty liaison to all about. Although “people
these groups.
generally don't really know
Throughout the month of what OT is,” Sisco has a very
April, these two groups will be positive attitude toward Grand
sponsoring different campus Valley’s program.The Pre-OT
events.The events will kick off Club currently has 55 students
with a bake sale on Monday, who have participated this past
April 8, in the Padnos Hall year, Sisco said.
Atrium from 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
“That’s impressive consider
There will also be informa ing our average class size has
tion concerning occupational been 14 students,” he said.
therapy available, Sisco said.

Absolutely Incredible Kid Day provides smiles for area kids
Cassidy Van Woert
Grand Valley l anthorn

If you could make a differ
ence in a child's life by a simple
gesture, would you do it?
Absolutely Incredible Kid
Day is on March 21 each year. It
is a nationwide effort by Camp
Fire USA to celebrate children
across the country.
The celebration is a call to
action for adults to be reminded
that they can make a world of
difference in a child’s life by
telling that child, in writing,
how much he or she is loved and
cherished.
Grand
Valley
State
University co-sponsored the
local effort and encouraged
everyone in the university com
munity to take part. Hie cam
paign combines literacy with
building self-esteem for area
youth.
Barbara Reinkcn, School of
Education literacy professor and
Camp Fire USA West Michigan
board member, proposed the
challenge to the entire GVSU
community.
Her goal was to see every
elementary child in Grand
Rapids Public Schools receive a

letter of encouragement from a
GVSU student, faculty, or staff
member.
"Words of encouragement
can fuel a child's future success
and make them feel special,"
Reinken said. Letters can be
powerful tools because kids feel
special when they receive a let
ter and it contains a message
that can be read over and over
again. Absolutely Incredible Kid
Day reminds all of us about the
power of the written word."
Last year was the first time
GVSU participated in this proj
ect and 75() letters were deliv
ered to Grand Rapids elemen
tary students.
"This year’s goal was to
more than double the number of
letters from last year," Remken
said. "With everyone’s partici
pation, GVSU came close to
making that dream a realistic
one. Not to mention it brightens
up a child’s day and possibly
their life."
Individuals that wrote to a
child kept in mind what grade
level they want their letter to go
to. Names of students were not
put on the letters because once
they were delivered to designat
ed elementary classrooms, the
teachers addressed them with

the names of students in their
particular class.
Letters were all written on
special stationary provided by
GVSU and finished letters were
collected at the Office of
Student Life.
The gesture is very simple
and the rewards are long lasting
for the children and the senders.
For this campaign, several tips
were given to students writing to

ii-----------------------------Words of
encouragement
can fuel a child's
future success
and make them
feel special.
Barbara Reinken
Sch(X)l of Education

--------------------------D
a child regarding what to do and
how to get started.
* Begin with a famous
quote, poem, or saying that has

special meaning to you.
* Think of what you liked
best about letters you’ve
received.
* Be descriptive. Use
humor; try not to lecture.
* Write, what you mean, and
make it from the heart.
* Be optimistic and futurefocused; emphasize positive
self-esteem.
* Don’t worry about length,
a note can be cherished as much
as a long letter.
* Write it by hand. Feel free
to make edits as you write but
don’t over edit.
* Tell the child they are spe
cial in their own way.
* Tell the child that the
world is a better place just
because of them.
* Let the child know some
one is thinking about them.
* Tell the child that they can
do anything they believe in.
Reinken
attended
East
Leonard Elementary School on
March 21 to witness the letters
being handed out to students.
Meranda, a WOOD TV 8
reporter and Camp Fire USA
West Michigan spokesperson
distributed the letters.
"The student’s faces were
beaming, they were jumping up

and down and sharing their let
ters with their friends," Reinken
said.
"Grand Valley touched the
lives of so many students, espe
cially one fifth-grader that is
currently having a hard time, it
really helped him,” Reinken
said. “The children couldn’t
believe that someone would
actually write to them and that
someone cared about them with
out meeting. The kids were
encouraged to make their
dreams come true and they can
make the best out of their lives.
"You never know, some of
these children may end up
Grand Valley students someday
and I hope they still have their
letters with the Grand Valley
logo on them,” she said.
"The outcome of this year’s
campaign wasn’t as good as last
year but hopefully over time it
will increase," Reinken said.
"We had a total of 676 letters
that were delivered to area ele
mentary schools."
Reinken hopes that GVSU
will continue to participate in
making a difference in chil
dren’s lives. Hopefully with
enough support GVSU will have
more adults writing letters in the
future.
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THE SCOOP
(continued from page 6)
Wednesday, April 10
♦Student Scholarship Day, 8
a.m.
♦Art and Design BFA Thesis
Exhibits, 9 a.m.
♦ON CAMPUS RECRUIT
ING: Speedway Super

America, Management posi
tions. Great professional
growth potential, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
♦Pro Volleyball: Grand Rapid
Force vs. St. Louis Quest at the
DeltaPlex, 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 11
♦Art and Design BFA Thesis
Exhibits, 9 a.m.
♦Music Department Concert:

Student New Music Day Part 1:
Electroacoustic Music Concert,
12 p.m. to 2 p.m.
♦MEN’S TENNIS vs. FERRIS
STATE UNIVERSITY, 3 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
♦GVSU Shooting Team
Practice, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
♦GVSU Theatre - Mother
Courage and Her Children,
7:30 p.m.

AIDS memorial quilt
comes to Fieldhouse

♦Music Department Concert:
Student New Music Day Part 2:
GVSU Composers’ Forum, 8
p.m. to 10 p.m.
♦GWAR at the Orbit Room, 8
p.m.
♦GVSU Backpacking &
Outdoors Club, 9 p.m. to 10
p.m.
♦Film: The Man Who Wasn’t
There, 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Summer Storage
iisi Month I ivc ini a 5X10 Unit

GVSU Student Special
Fenced in Facility
24 Hr. Computerized Access
Surveillance Cameras
I .'haul Truck and Trailer Rentals

£ M&S j
STORAGE
£

895-9707

Ilffim AHAIimiiMLtMl 1/4 Mile North of Lk. Michipin Dr.

Grad|est
Undergrad Cap, Gown & Tassel

Gradfest Price

$21.95 piu s tax

Graduate cap/gown/tassel/hood

Gradfest Price

Photo courtesy of mvwjddsquilt.org

$40.95 plus tax

The memorial AIDS quilt in Washington D.C.

Cassidy Van Woert
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand
Valley
State
University is welcoming the
AIDS Memorial Quilt to the
campus on May 9-12 at the
Fieldhouse. Hosted by the
NAMES project, the quilt will
be displayed all weekend.
T hursday the quilt will be on
display from 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday is education day, and the
quilt will be on display from 9
a.m. - 9 p.m.
Busloads of young students
will be brought in from sur
rounding communities and they
will learn about AIDS and the
origin of the quilt. Saturday the
quilt will be on display from 9
a.m. - 9 p.m. with a variety of
seminars planned for the day.
Sunday the quilt is on dis
play from noon to 5 p.m. and the
closing ceremonies and the ded
ication of new panels will begin
when the display is over.
The quilt is made to honor
those lives lost due to AIDS.
Currently the quilt has more
than 40,000 panels and 1,000 of
those panels will be at Grand
Valley State University. Each
panel is 3 by 6 feet, which is the
size of an average grave. They

Hirkhol Student Center

are made by loved ones and are
composed of
photographs,
teddy bears, or even a favorite
T-shirt. The quilt includes pan
els from all 50 states in the
United States, and from 45 other
countries. Currently, the AIDS
quilt represents only 12 percent
of all U.S. AIDS deaths.
This display of the AIDS
quilt is the largest in the West
Michigan area. Amanda Scott,
who is in charge of the quilt visit
at Grand Valley, wants Grand
Valley students to get involved.
"I think it would be a wonderful
experience for any student to
volunteer for something like
this," she said.
Volunteers are needed to
help set out the display of quilt
panels, assist in the reading of
names of whose quilt panels are
displayed, answer questions
about quilts, and hand out
refreshments.
"It is important for students
to volunteer because I think a lot
of people in our age bracket are
affected by AIDS and they
should recognize and be aware
of that and this is a good way for
that to happen," Scott said.
Anyone can volunteer, signing
up can be done online. The Web
address
is
westmichiganquilt.org.

Allendale Campus

April 16-17
9:00am - 6:00pm

DeVos Center PHaza
Grand Rapids Pew Campus

April 18
9:00am - 6:00pm
any one GVSU
alumni clothing item!

Off

With coupon from the Gradfest Brochure
April 16-18

BOOKSTORE
www.ubs.gvsu.edu

Campus West Apartments
64th Street Townhouses

WIN TWO
FREE MOVIE
TICKETS

Apartments
•
•

Find Louie The
Laker ONLINE
AND win!

•
•
•
•

Win two free movie tickets to the Cinemark
theatre in the Rivertown Crossings Mall. It's
easy! Just visit www.lanthorn.com and find
Louie hidden on the site. Click on his picture
and submit your name to win!

•

Two bedroom units offered
Modern kitchen and applicances including
dishwashers
Air conditioning
On-site laundry facility
Phone and cable in every room with up to 4
separate lines
Our newest feature: Deluxe apartments in Quiet
Building!
Many amenities including basketball and
volleyball courts

Townhouses - New Units for Fall 20021
Contest runs from
Thursday through
Monday at noon.
Winners names will
be published
weekly in the
Lanthorn
and online!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 different floor plans available between
2 different sites
Spacious living with over 1331 sq. feet
Washer and dryers available in most units
Central Air/air conditioning
Modern kitchen and appliances including
dishwashers
Phone end cable in every room with up to
6 separate lines available
Many amenities including basketball and
vollevball courts

www.lanthorn.com

Tracy Glenn
IS LAST WEEKS, I FOUND
Louie contest winner.

895-5904

4832 W, Campus Drive, Allendale, Ml 49401

□
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SPORTS
PLAY BALL

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

Maureen Notestine, Sports Editor
sports@lanthom.com

Thursday, April 4, 2002

■ Grand Valley’s

Rebuilding
the Bad
Boy team
With the college basketball
season now officially over,
hoop fans will have to look
toward the pros to get their
ballin’ fix. The NBA playoffs
are on the horizon, and hope
fully we will get a finals series
that is played better than the
NCAA National Championship
game was.
Most fans prefer the col
lege game over the NBA, but
for some reason I have always
had a warm spot in my heart
for the pros. And this year I am
especially excited about the
association playoffs because of
the recent play of the Pistons.
No one in their right mind
picked the Detroiters to win
Central Division at the begin
ning of the season, but as we
inch closer to the 82nd game,
it looks like the Central Title
might be a reality. Throughout
the entire year members of the
press have tried to figure out
how this team became so
good, and there is one simple
answer: Joe Dumars.
Joey D has done such a
good job this year that the only
way he will not be named
NBA Executive of the Year is
if the voting panel consists of
the same folks that gave Dusty
Bonner the Harlon Hill Trophy.
Dumars made many great
moves that helped make the
Pistons strong, but the best had
to be when he selected Rick
Carlisle to be the Piston coach.
Unlike the presidents in the
past, Dumars took his time
shopping around and found the
right man for the job, instead
of picking a Piston assistant
who was coaching under a guy
that had no business being a
i head coach in the first place
k (Yes, I’m talking about you
George Irvine).
Carlisle has taken a bunch
of role players and turned them
into a well oiled machine,
stressing defense and team
unity. Each player on the team
is out for one thing: W’s.
Nobody cares who gets the
points or who is the star, just
as long as the team wins. And
that is a direct reflection on
coaching.
Joey D has said over and
over again that he is not trying
to rebuild the Bad Boys, but
anyone who has seen the
Pistons play one game this sea
son knows that statement is
simply untrue. I say this
because of the player moves
that Dumars made before the
season began.
He picked up his first “Bad
Boy” when he traded the under
achieving Mateen Cleaves to
Sacramento for John Barry and
a future first round draft pick.
Barry, like a perfect “Bad
Boy,” plays defense, is huge in
crunch time, and oh yeah, talks
trash. He does all the little
things as well. I like to think of
J.B. as a little version of Bill
Laimbeer.
Another big off-season
move was the resigning of
Corliss Williamson. The Big
Nasty comes off the bench and
immediately lights it up, aver
aging almost 14 points per
game in just 20 minutes. Can
you say microwave? If you
can, you might also want to
learn the phrase “6th Man of
the Year.”
And you can’t talk about
“Bad Boys” without saying the
name Ben Wallace. This guy is
a big of playa, plain and sim
ple. He is already an intimidat
ing force at 6’8” but that fro’
makes him look about 7’5”. In
my mind, and in a lot of oth
ers, this is the guy that makes
the team go. It’s not even the
fact that he is leading the
league in rebounds and blocks,
it’s that he is doing it while
guarding the opponent’s center.
Forget comparing Ben to
Dennis Rodman, how about
Bill Russell. Just another great
move by Dumars. By the way,
who did they trade to get
Wallace? Hummm.some guy
named Hill, I think.
But hey, let’s not get ahead
of ourselves. The Pistons still
have a long way to go before
they make the NBA finals, let
alone win. Barring a miracle, it
won’t be this year, maybe not
even next, but as long as
Dumars makes future decisions
that are as good as the ones
over the past two years, it
won’t be very long.

softball team looks
relies on their offense
to keep bringing home
the wins.
Maureen Notestine
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Pitcher Jen Mackson helped the Laker Ladies win two games against Hope March 28

Softball is a game of offense and
defense.
Both can win games.
Grand Valley State University
capitalized on their offense to win
two games against Hope on March
28.
The Lakers battled with Hope in
the first game. Neither team scored
until the sixth inning when Laker
player Pam Kaminski hit a home
run to put Grand Valley on the
board.
The Laker bats were then awak
ened.
Both Kelly Burt and Bobbi
Conner notched base hits and put
themselves into scoring position.
Rachel Blain stepped up to the
plate and drove them both in with
her second home run of the season.
“We like to see home runs,”
coach Doug Woods said earlier.
Jen Mackson picked up the 4-0
win for Grand Valley. Her record is
now 11-1.
Mackson gave up three hits and
struck out 15 batters. She did not
record a walk.
Grand Valley continued their
hitting streak in game two, register
ing 12 hits to defeat Hope 6-2.
“If we start trying to hit home
runs, then we can end up altering
our swings,” Woods said. “We tell

the girls to hit for singles, and then
we can work with those base hits.”
Burt continued to lead the Laker
attack. She was 3-3 in game two
and ended the day going 6-6.
Also having hot bats in game
two for Grand Valley were Erin
Ballinger and Sara Vroegindewey.
Both Ballinger and Vroegindewey
recorded two hits.
This is typical of Vroegindewey,
who was named the GLIAC Player
of the Week the previous week.
She hit .467 and had three dou
bles and seven runs batted in to lead
the Lakers to a 4-0 record during the
week. She was also 3-4 and record
ed five RBIs against Alivet.
Vroegindewey has a .274 bat
ting average for the season with
three doubles, two triples and 11
runs batted in.
“Vroegindewey is strong offen
sively,” Woods said earlier in the
season.
Amber Castonguay picked up
the win for the Lakers. Castonguay
is now 7-2 on the season.
The Lakers now boast a 21-3-1
record and a No. 13 national rank
ing.
“Hard work pays off,” Wood
said.
Both
the
Findlay
and
Mercyhurst games were postponed
last weekend because of inclement
weather.
The games will be played later
in the year and dates and times will
be decided later in the season.
Grand Valley will return to the
field on Friday, April 5 at 3:30 p.m.
to take on Ferris State in Big
Rapids, Mich.
The Lakers will continue
GLIAC play, hosting Wayne State
on April 7 at 1 p.m. and Lake
Superior State on April 9 at 2 p.m.

Baseball team sweeps Mercyhurst
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The battle of the Lakers on
Saturday at the Grand Valley
State University baseball field
resulted in the team from
Allendale proving that they’re
ready to make a run for the con
ference championship.
The Grand Valley baseball
team swept the Mercyhurst
Lakers, while improving their
record to 11-4 on the early sea
son and 3-0 in the GLIAC.
“It’s really huge to start the
year 3-0 in conference play.
Mercyhurst has always had a
solid program, and it’s great
accomplishment
to
sweep
them,” GV Lakers head coach

Steve Lyon said.
G-and
Valley
and
Merc)hurst were rained out on
Friday, and were forced to play a
triple-keader on Saturday. In
game one, left-handed hurler
Nick Baltema pitched a gem.
He worked six innings and did
not yield a run, while only giv
ing up two hits.
Gamin Teague gave the
Lakers offense a lift, by going 33 with 2 RBIs and a home run.
Joe Brunink went 2-3 with three
RBIs and catcher Josh Pethoud
went 2-3 with two RBIs and his
first career home run.
Grand Valley scored one run
in each of the first three innings
before exploding for four runs in
the fifth. The Lakers ended up

blanking Mercyhurst 9-0.
In the second game, Jacob
Sponsler kept his record perfect
on the year (3-0), by pitching 5.2
innings and giving up only one
run on five hits.
Mercyhurst got on the board
first by scoring their only run of
the game in the first inning.
Grand Valley responded by
tying the game in the fourth.
Grand Valley blew the con
test open however, when Teague
nailed a three-run homer that put
them up for good.
The Grand Valley Lakers
prevailed by a final score of 5-1.
Finally in the third game, the
GV Laker’s solid pitching staff
got another steady performance
from
Justin
Norwood.

Norwood’s control was at its
peak, as he gave up no walks in
6.1 innings along with only
three runs on four hits.
With the game tied at 1 after
three innings, Grand Valley
scored three in the bottom of the
fourth and one in the fifth to pull
ahead 5-1.
Mercyhurst added two more,
but could not catch up to their
opponents lead. The final ended
at 5-3.
Joey Badall, Matt Grimm
and Mike McCallister all had an
RBI for the Grand Valley.
“Our pitching staff has been
tremendous so far this year, and
especially in the last three
games. Our defense has been
very solid also. We only com

mitted one error in these three
games. Besides that, we have
been getting some timely hitting
as well,” Lyon said.
The Lakers have a tough
stretch of six conference games
approaching, and Lyon hopes
the Lakers can continue to play
like
they
did
against
Mercyhurst. We need to keep
doing the same things we have
been if we want to defeat (2time defending league champi
on) Saginaw Valley and other
conference teams coming up,”
Lyon said.
The Lakers will battle the
Cardinals of Saginaw Valley on
April 6 and 7 at the Grand
Valley baseball field. Game
times are 1 p.m. and 12 p.m.

Tracksters start season Club sports give students variety
with national qualifiers
Brandon Avery

Grand Valley Lanthorn

AJ Smuder
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Despite the not-so-outdoor
weather last Thursday, March
28, the Grand Valley State
University track team competed
in their first outdoor meet of the
season.
The Lakers didn’t compete
everyone as indoor national
competitors took the week off.
“We [the team) looked really
good,” Christy Tedrow, an
indoor national qualifier said.
“Its a good start to the season.
We just have to get used to run
ning outdoors again.” Tedrow
didn’t compete in the meet, as
she took a week of rest.
The women already took
home some national qualifying
marks in the throws, and dis
tance events.
On the throwers’ side, Jenna
Shook and Becky Meyers
stepped up to the competition
and took first and second place
in the hammer toss. Shook land
ed a first-place seed with a toss
of 157’4” while Meyers stole the
second-place spot tossing the
hammer 155’10”.
Shook also took second in
the women’s discuss throw with
a distance of 134’3” and first in
the shot put with a toss of 42’
even.
Lindsey Mills, running the
3,000-meter race took first place
and qualified with a time of
9:59.72, which put her ahead of
the pack in first place.
The Lakers took the first six
places in the 3,000-meter run
with Natalie Ewing in second
(10:06.46), Mandi Long in third
(10:07.06), Rebecca Winters
took fourth (10:27.45), Jeannie

Seckinger fifth (10:38.75), and
capping off the race in sixth was
Leanne Budde with a time of
10:40.69.
“We
[the
3,000-meter
women)
did
real
well,”
Seckinger said, “we’re looking
forward to warmer weather in
the upcoming meet.”
An impressive start on the
men’s side went to the three 400meter hurdles. The crew of Pat
Garrett, Jau Nichols and Paul
Waylan went one, two, three in
the race. Garrett placed first with
a time of 54.97 seconds, fol
lowed by Nichols, 55.10 and
Waylan, 55.64.
“It was a great opening
time,” Garret said about his race,
“as a whole we did really well.
We are on pace to do good
things.”
On the men’s distance side,
Dave Siik and Kevin Blackquire
took the top two spots in the
800-meter run. Blackquire took
first clocking in at 1:56.23 and
Siik posted a time of 1:56.77.
Blackquire took second in the
1,500-meter race with a time of
3:59.37.
In the men’s 5,000-meter
race, Laker runners Blake
Terhune and Dave Ross took
third and fourth places. Terhune
posted a 15:21.29 and Ross post
ed 15:25.40.
In the field events Jen
Spindler threw the javelin 10
feet past her personal best of last
year with a toss of 102’09”
while men javelin throwers Uri
Ormsby and Ted Kushin drew
the second and fourth position.
The track team will host a
home meet this coming Saturday
at Lubbers Field. Running starts
at 4 p.m.

With the emergence of
strong teams in the varsity
sports circuit, as well as club
sports, people are wondering
where the future of sports will
be for the Lakers.
The feeling right now
among athletic faculty/staff is
that sports at Grand Valley
State University will continue
as they are. One of the reasons
for this may be Title IX.
Title IX is a law aimed at
promoting gender equality in
academic and sports arenas for
federally funded institutions.
The law is subdivided into
prongs. The first prong is pro
portionality. Currently, Grand
Valley’s population is com
prised of 60 percent females
and 40 percent males.
According to the law, the
school’s athletic programs
should mirror this statistic.
Grand Valley currently stands
with 31 percent of student ath
letes being females and 59 per
cent being males.
The athletic department
does not seem worried by the
statistics for the first prong.
They feel they compensate for
the first prong by meeting the
criteria of the second and
third.
“We obviously don’t meet
that prong,” said Lisa Sweany,
assistant athletic director, “we
meet the other two prongs.
The second is that you are
showing a history of improv
ing for the underrepresented
sex. We show that. We added
women’s soccer, we added
women’s golf, and we took
both of those coaches to full
time. They arc receiving schol

arships. They’re fully funded
programs.”
The third prong is com
prised of many statutes. They
include equal facilities, prac
tice time, and quality of uni
forms
between
genders.
Athletic officials also say they
have fulfilled this area of Title
IX.
Other reasons why there
are no changes eminent for
Grand Valley is the amount of
money and facilities it takes to
adequately support the teams,
the availability of competition
at the Division II level and the
caliber of players that would
join the team.
“You don’t just want to add
bodies to a program to
increase
the
numbers,”
Sweany said. “You want it to
have a certain sort of validity
to it in order to add those spots
on a roster.”
The alternative to partici
pating with the varsity sports
program seems to be found in
the club sports circuit. Club
sports offer an opportunity to
all in the Grand Valley State
University community.
“All students have their
input, all students get to play,”
said Michele Golightly, Office
of Student Life. “They do
everything themselves. They
do all the playing themselves,
they do all the scheduling of
games themselves, and they
get their travel and everything,
so it is pretty much a team
effort.”
Club sports offer the
opportunity to be involved
with sports that may not be
available at the varsity sports
level.
Lacrosse, crew, hockey,
rugby, water polo, wrestling,
and synchronized skating are

just a few of the club sports
offered through the university.
Although club sports do
not always receive the publici
ty that varsity sports do, they
offer an outlet for students to
play sports at an intercolle
giate level. They also bring the
university attention from the
state and nation levels.
“Our wrestling team won
for the second year in a row in
the championships and you
don’t see anything out there
about it,” Golightly said. “Our
hockey team placed high this
year. We have a lot of sports
teams that almost make it to
nationals, some do make it to
nationals and you don’t hear
anything about it. I don’t think
that we advertise our club
sports like we should and they
represent Grand Valley.”
The Office of Student Life,
along with club sports, are
working to remedy the lack of
publicity. Some exposure is
coming from the success that
learns achieve, as well as their
traveling. Many of the teams
also have Web sites.
Along with increasing the
publicity of club sports, the
Office of Student Life is look
ing for on-campus facilities for
club sports to hold practices.
Many of the outdoor activities
are finding areas in certain
fields around campus, but
indoor sports still struggle to
find areas in which to practice.
“There just is not enough
space,” Golightly said. “We
don’t have enough space for
them to hold their practice.
They want to practice over in
the Fieldhouse because they
have the equipment out and
they store it there. I think that
club sports kind of take a sec
ond seat to varsity sports.”
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Swim teams make
splash in classroom
■ Men's and
women’s swim
team earns
Academic AllAmerican team
awards
Lanthorn Staff
Grand Valley Lanthorn

College athletes not only
have to prove that they have
what it takes competitively,
they also have to prove them
selves off of the playing field.
The Grand Valley State
University swim team takes
both responsibilities seriously.
This is evident in the fact
that six competitors were sent
to represent the Lakers at the
NCAA Division II National
meet as well as the fact that the
Grand Valley State women’s
swim team is ranked first in
the nation for academics.
According to the College
Swim Coaches Association,
the Grand Valley State
women’s swimming and div
ing team earned top honors for
academic excellence during
the fall semester of 2001.
36 members of the team
earned a 3.0 GPA or higher
while 21 Lakers made the

Dean’s list at Grand Valley.
“This is more than any
other team I have coached,”
coach Dewey Newsome said
earlier in the season about the
Laker’s high academic stand
ings.
The lady Lakers had a
team GPA of 3.482 that ranked
them first among all of the
NCAA Division II swim pro
grams and earned their 27th
Academic All-American Team
award. It also placed the team
eighth among all divisions.
Not to be outdone, the
men’s swimming and diving
team also earned Academic
All-American honors to rank
third in Division II.
Their team GPA was a
3.117. This was the men’s 21st
Academic All-American Team
award from the College Swim
Coaches Association.
The combined GPA of both
men and women’s swimming
and diving teams was a 3.321,
which was the top among all
Division II programs.
Although every coach
enjoys the day when his ath
letes compete at the national
level, Newsome prefers a dif
ferent day.
“To me, graduation is the
best day of the year,”
Newsome said earlier. “I get a
lot of pride out of seeing the
kids get the diploma they’ve
worked so hard for.”

Tennis team tops
Mercyhurst, Findlay

■ GV women look

The men then traveled to
Erie, Pennsylvania on Thursday,
annihilating Mercyhurst, 8-1
and then doing the same to
Findlay on Friday.
The only Grand Valley loss
to Mercyhurst came from
Fairchild (5-4) at one singles,
losing a close match to John
Nichols, 6-0, 7-6(13)6-4.
The Lakers are now 4-3
overall and 2i2 in the, Great
Lakes InlercoAlegiat©-Aithletic
Conference (GLIAC).
The Lakers play Hillsdale
today and Alma on Saturday.
Both matches are at home.
The women take on Ferris
State Tuesday, April 2 at Big
Rapids.
The Lakers, who are current
ly ranked sixth in the Great
Lakes Region, have to win the
match to ensure their chances of
competing in the Division II
National Championships.
The Bulldogs, who are
ranked third in the same region,
defeated the Lakers, 6-3 at the
GLIAC championships earlier
this fall.
Mattson is confident of his
team’s ability to pull off the
upset over Ferris.
“The women have been out
there practicing really hard on
their own at least four days a
week,” Mattson said. “ It should
be a pretty equal match as long
as we are able to keep our
focus.”

to win and keep
tournament hopes
alive
Tim Carpenter
Grand Valley Lanthorn

,
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The Lakers started last week
with a 6-3 loss to rival Aquinas
College, but were able to
rebound back with consecutive
8-1 wins over league foes
Mercyhurst and Findlay.
The Lakers headed over to
the Champion Health and
Fitness Center on Tuesday in
hopes of redeeming a threepoint loss to the Saints at the
Grand Rapids City Tournament
last month.
The Lakers started out the
match with back-to-back wins
by junior Desmond Early and
senior Weston Fairchild (7-1) at
one doubles and by junior John
Bott and senior Jeremy Cox (72) at two doubles.
Unfortunately, Early (7-2)
was the lone Laker to win in sin
gles, 7-6(6), 6-4.
“We both have equally tal
ented teams,” head coach Scott
Mattson said. “We continue to
have the problem of being able
to come into our matches ready
to play.”

Lacrosse team enj
sophomore season
The Grand Valley State University men’s
lacrosse team is now 5-2 and proving that they
have what it takes to play with the best college club
teams in only their second season of play.
The Lakers will travel to Eastern Michigan to
continue competing this Saturday in the Eagle
Classic Tbumament before they turn their sights to
Alma College on Friday, April 12. The Lakers
defeated Alma 17-11 in their list matchup, and will
look to take another win away from the Scots.
Phoioa by Luke VMt

OTTAWA CREEK
APARTMENTS
Near GVSU, spacious 1&2 bedroom apts, special low
rates, 9 month lease, central air, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, coin-op laundry, new basketball court.

Stay the summer and get 1/2 off summer rent.
OPEN HOUSE April 6th & 7th,

11am-4pm

Grand Valley lanthorn / Adam Bird

The GVSU tennis team hopes to extend its season and make the trip to
nationals.
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IrvMtt, iryNts aai ewa
mare trytats to come
The Grand Valley Theatre
Department is holding tryouts this
April for both the spring musical
“Big River” and the 2002
Shakespeare Festival.
Auditions for the spring musical,
directed by Trinity Bird, will take
place this Saturday, April 6 from
noon to 5 p.m. in room 1506 in the
Performing Arts Center. Students
wishing to act, could bring a song
to sing and be ready to learn a
small dance number and read a
script.
“Big River” is also looking for
musicians to perform in the
orchestra. Parts needed are a
woodwind, trumpet, trombone,
violin, bass, harmonica and two
guitar players. Anyone interested
should show up some time on
Saturday or contact Bird at
birdt@student.gvsu.edu.
Students trying out as characters
in the play should allow about an
hour for their tryout and show up
anytime during the tryout.
GVSU’s Shakespeare Festival,
held in September and October is
looking for actors for the main
stage production “The Merchant of
Venice” and other festival activi
ties.
Auditions will be held in room
1506 in the Performing Arts Center
on Friday, April 19, from 6:30
p.m.-9:30 p.m. and Saturday April
20, from 1 p.m.-5 p.m. Participants
should prepare two one-minute
monologues, one a Shakespeare
piece and the other a contemporary
piece.
Students wishing to audition
should sign up in the School of
Communications office or call
616- 895-3668. Call backs begin
April 21 and rehearsal starts in
August.

4/ Smuder, Arts and Entertainment Editor

a rtsOla n thorn, com

Summer musical tryouts to be held Saturday
AJ

Smuder

Grand Valley Lati thorn

For the first time ever, the
theatre program at Grand Valley
State University will be show
casing a summer theatre produc
tion. Heading up the sha-bang is
senior theatre major Trinity
Bird.
Bird, who is using this
directing project as his senior
project, chose the musical play
“Big River.” The musical, based
on Mark Twain’s Huckleberry
Finn books, will be student run
along with the help of many fac
ulty advisors.
Tryouts are this weekend,
Saturday, April 6 from noon to 5
p.m. in room 1506 in the
Performing Arts Center. Anyone
is welcome at any time. Tryouts
will consist of a song, a short
dance and some reading. People
wanting to tryout should expect

“Antigone.”
to stay for an hour.
want to sing. The music for
“It will be a low pressure
The show “Big River” has a “Big River” is a country-western
audition,” Bird said. “It’s the medium sized cast with nine genre. Another reason Bird
perfect show to audition for if men and seven women and a chose the play was because of its
you (students) have wanted to small chorus, for those who just technical simplicity and the
audition before, but never
message behind the story.
did.”
“It’s an amazing story,”
Along with the actor
Bird said. “Its very funny
tryouts, there will also be
and its very touching. It has
tryouts for the orchestra for
an important message.”
the show. The instruments
While trying to choose a
needed are one woodwind
play for the spring show,
player, trumpet, trombone,
Bird and others tried to pick
bass, violin, harmonica and
a musical that hadn’t been
two guitars, six or 12 string
done in the area in a long
and banjo.
time.
Bird will be working
Once the show is castwith Joel Schindlbeck,
ed, the lead roles will start
musical director, along with
rehearsing between the
other students as part of his
week of winter and spring
technical
crew.
Also
semester, but once spring
involved
are costume
semester rolls around, the
designer Kate Henley and
cast will be practicing four
choreographer
Kathryn
to five nights a week. The
Grand Valley Lanthom IAdam Bird
Mayberry. Mayberry just Trinity Bird will be directing
show’s tentative perform
this year’s spring
finished her student direct musical, "Big River" as part of his senior project
ance dates are June 7-15,
ing
with
the
play
with a time to be announced

Vehufc of ‘Courage/

Cast members rehearse “Mother
Couragewhich is sure to entertain its
audiences with a clever mixture of comedy
and sincerity, backed by a strong message
and even stronger talent. The play will be
performed April 5, 6, 11, 12 and 13 at 7:30
p.m. and April 7 at 2 p.m. in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre. Tickets are $10 for the
general public and $5 for students.

PiwnlMnt author select
ed for 6VSB film protect
Faculty and students in Grand
Valley’s School of
Communications read screenplays
from far and wide each year to
select one to produce for the
Summer Film Project. The winner
of this year’s 8th Annual
International Short Screenplay
Competition, chosen anonymously
from about 75 entries, was John
Dufresne, a prominent author.
Dufresne’s screenplay “The
Freezer Jesus” is adapted from a
story in his short story collection.
The screenplay will be filmed by a
student crew in the spring and edit
ed in the summer as part of the
Summer Film Project. Local actors
will enlist in the movie, which will
run about 30 minutes.
“The story combines supernatu
ral overtones with a portrayal of
plain everyday folks,” said John
Philbin, assistant professor of film
and video in a press release.
The people who critique the
entries know nothing about the
writers. Philbin said he was pleas
antly surprised. Last year was also
a surprise when a former student,
Chris Randall, submitted his
screenplay under the pseudonym
Charles Jones. When the group
chose him and called him up,
Randall answered the phone.
The film will have it’s premiere
Saturday, April 20 at the
Loosemoore Auditorium on the
Pew Campus at 8 p.m. and is $5.
Randall, too will be at the pre
miere on April 20.

Violinist Christina Fong to
perform In two wooks
Michigan resident, Christina
Fong, will be performing as a lead
ing performer of new music on the
violin and viola and has presented
North American or Michigan pre
mieres of compositions by Arvo
Part, Michael Twomey, Philip
Glass, Donald Erb, Igor
Stravinsky, John Cage, April 15
downtown at Loosemoore
Auditorium at 8 p.m. and Tuesday
April 16, at 8 p.m. at CookDeWitt.
Recent projects have included
first performances at Yale
University of works for violin and
piano by Morton Feldman, and a
concert presentation at the Ohio
State University. She also gave the
first concert performance of Philip
Glass’s complete music for unac
companied strings at Grand Valley
State University, and performed
Lou Harrison’s Suite for Violin
and Gamelan, in a new version for
handbell choir, with Embellish. In
January, 1999, Fong performed the
world premiere of Michael
Nyman’s “On The Fiddle” with the
Grand Rapids Symphony.
A member of the Grand Rapids
Symphony since 1988, Fong is
currently associate concertmaster
and plays in the Symphony’s
Calder Quartet. Since 1990, Fong
has served as an adjunct instructor
of violin at GVSU.
t

later.
One of the day performances
will be for kids from the Big
Brothers, Big Sisters group. The
plan, said Bird, is to offer theatre
to children who don’t normally
get a chance to see it.
“I am extremely excited
about this,” Bird said. “Its a nice
way to cap off my senior year."
Bird will be graduating in the
spring but will return to Grand
Valley to direct in the Student
Director’s series. Bird has
worked before in the summer in
theatre, but never at GVSU. For
the past summers he has been a
part of the Hillsdale Civic
Theatre where he directed six
plays including “Sounds of
Music,” “Oklahoma,” and “The
Wizard of Oz,” which casted 65
children and a real dog.
“If I can do that |The
Wizard),” Bird said, “ I can do
anything.”

Alumni band is ‘sugar-sweet’

What Once Was Lost

saults, are catchy without being
annoying. And the music walks
Grand Valley Lanthom
the Fine line between recogniza
ble tune and cliched beat without
In a musical world dominat erring once.
All of this success has come
ed by hard-core sounds, sexcrazed lyrics, and manufactured in an impressively short time for
bands, it’s unlikely you’ll find the band. Acts often play the
sweet and innocent tunes float hometown circuit for years with
little success.
ing out of the radio.
The Icicles, however, found a
Grand
Valley
State
University alumni band The national release with an accom
Icicles, however, supplies just plished producer in less than a
year.
that.
As Sue said, “A year ago I
The members of The Icicles
revel in a sound that lead singer didn't know how to play drums.
Now I play drums in a band that
Gretchen
is signed and
D e V a u 1 t
describes as a--------------------- has a national
release. I can
A year ago I didn't
“sugar-sweet
i n d i e - p o p. ” know how to play drums. hardly believe
it.”
Don’t be put off
To top all of
by the term Now I play drums in a
it off, the band
pop, however; band that is signed and
has
a
busy
This band is has a national release. I
future ahead of
creating some
them. They plan
thing you’re not can hardly believe it.
on
releasing
going to find
KORRIE SUE their
second
topping
the
Drummer album
next
charts on TRL.
year, touring
Instead,
The
yy Europe,
Icicles echo the
Australia, and
styles of older
Japan, and find
bands.
Korrie
Sue ing an international release for
Drummer
describes it as “...a cross the Pure Sugar EP.
But don’t think the girls are
between 60s girl groups and the
aiming for commercial success.
Go Go’s.”
As DeVault said, “We do
By adding their own unique
flare to this mixture, The Icicles hope to make a name for our
have created a recognizable, selves, but perhaps with a more
modem feel for their music. The non-commercial approach to
band met in 1993, when DeVault music.”
Sue clarifies that their
was one of the founding students
behind Grand Valley student “...decisions will always be
radio station WCKS. Sue was a based around music, not money.”
In the end, that may be one
DJ at the station from the first
of
the
most unique things about
day of broadcasts. Vocalist
Joleen Rumsey, a Fine arts major, The Icicles. Their album is deFtsoon met up with the other girls. nitely “Pure Sugar” in the fact
Their similar tastes in music led that it’s fun, exciting, and inno
them to form The Icicles with cent.
However, it’s also pure as a
bassist Daniel Lambert. In 2001,
Drive-In Records heard the band form of music. It was created by
and took an immediate interest. artists who love what they are
The band began playing every doing and care about doing it
show they could in the area. By right, and in the end, that makes
fall 2001, their album, the Pure all the difference.
You can catch The Icicles on
Sugar EP, was released.
The Pure Sugar EP is a per April 6 at the Radio Tavern on
manent testament to the talent of Bridge St. in Grand Rapids.
The Icicles. Although it only They’re also playing at The
contains six songs, it firmly Intersection on April 23. The
establishes the band as an indie- Pure Sugar EP is available at
Vertigo, Eastunes, Schuellers,
pop force.
The lyrics, which cover top Barnes and Nobles, and online
ics such as hair-dye and somer- from microindie.com.

Part 18: Pieces Falling

Tom Fleischmann

Erin Klitzke
Grand Valley Lan thorn

Usually, you’ll wake up from a nightmare
when things get really bad - about the point you
feel like you’re going to die, you wake up. I felt
like my heart had been ripped out of my chest. 1
felt like dying.
So why was I still stuck in dreamland?
I blinked, rubbing my face, and looked at the
guy who looked like Lance - Lancor Greyland, I
suddenly remembered. His name was Lancor
Greyland. "Please, please tell me you didn't just
say what I think you said."
He looked sad. "I’m sorry, Shai. Shai!"
I abruptly fell against the trunk of the tree
next to me. hugging it and trying to master
myself. A thousand questions flew through my
mind. Why did it hurt so much to hear that
Craig’Ian of Malcolm was a captive? That he
was condemned to die at sundown? Why did I
feel somehow responsible for this?
Why did this seem more real than it ever
had?
I waved him off, swallowing hard. "I’ll be
Fine, I’ll be Fine. I just...need a minute, that’s

I alL”

As Lancor stared at me, he shivered. "I knew
that idea was madness.”
I immediately turned to look at him, staring
hard. My voice was cold, almost accusing.
"What idea?”
He just shook his head. "It’s not important.
We have to find a way into the city, remember?"
I was willing to let his hanging statement, the
one that implied that he knew more than I, drop
because saving Craig’Ian was eminently more
important at that point. I nodded, and began to

climb out of the ravine. He stared at me, dumb
struck. 1 paused for just long enough to look
over my shoulder at him. "Aren’t you coming?"
He gulped, nodded, and we began to climb.
*
*
*
On our way back to the city walls we met up
with Miral and Jude, who were hiding the bodies
of some Dan'ling that had attempted to waylay
them. Both were wounded, but assured me that
they were fine. Miral kept looking at me funny
as we headed for the walls. Jude said nothing
and avoided my gaze. I was completely lost, but
at the same time, focused. I knew that Miral and
Jude were certainly not my friend, Mir, and my
roommate, Jude, but I knew, somehow, that these
two were my friends and would not betray me for
anything. The idea that they would not betray
me seemed especially important - although for
the life of me, I couldn’t Figure out why. Despite
this, for the First time in a long time, I was begin
ning to know things that Shai of Clellan knew,
feeling things she felt. Slowly, it was all coming
together.
Kittyhawk met us in the shadows, not far
from the guarded city gate. She studied me criti
cally for a minute, and I couldn’t help but think
of how Alaina would give me that same critical
look from time to time. She looked toward the
blue-robed Jude, then, asking. "Is she back?"
"Getting there," Jude answered. I wonder
what they meant by that. Jude continued. "You
have a way in?"
Kittyhawk smiled. "Do I ever. We may pull
this off yet."
"I hope so," I said grimly. "We have to." My
mind continued the statement I could not bring
myself to voice. Because if we don’t, Craig’Ian
will die.
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Albums to rock
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County of Ottawa
Health Department

summer along
Brian Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthom

Looking to put a sway in
your shorts? Looking for
some rock for what’s under
that baseball cap? Or maybe
you’re just looking for a good
thrift store rocking chajr...four
albums put under the micro
scope for your summer consid
eration.
1. Gorillaz - G-Sides
(Virgin)
With Dan the Automator
behind most of the beats, the
Gorillaz project shows albums
can be made as art projects in
pastiche-style with sound
rather than rock-stardom in
mind. This is a collection of
nine songs, some b-sides,
some modifications of songs
found on the debut. 19-2000
has had some Fatboy Slim
(esque) treatment with bounc
ing pianos and vocals that
state, "It's the music that we
choose." Another modified
notable is “Clint Eastwood,”
which uses a different rap, and
leaves out the oh-so popular
chorus the Gorillaz have come
to be known for ("I’m happy,
feelin’ glad..."). Perfect blend
of Hip-Hop and art-rock.
2. Phantom Planet - The
Guest (Epic)
This summer. Phantom
Planet will show that Elvis
Costello, The Beach Boys, and
Scotland’s Travis feed off of
similar rays of light. The song
“California” has the catchiest
piano line possible (whistle it
once and you’ll understand).
Most of the tracks are a bit
tame, but the intent is pure,
and the addition of video game
sounds keep things interesting.
Even when lyrics are dim, the
song “Lonely Day” has music
that suggests it’s rad to feel
down. The song “One Ray of
Sunlight" is a Travis song
through and through, with soft
and wandering drums, string
arrangements, and acoustic
guitar giving the perfect endof-song landscape. Phantom
plays clean and intelligible
pop, w ith traces of cool-kid
rock. Look for them at the
Intersection April 6.
3. Cub Country - High
Uinta High (Jade Tree)
Cub Country is the bassist
from Independent act Jets To
Brazil, Jeremy Chatelain.
Jeremy gets some propers for
going the way of simple and
educated country. Back when
the Lemonheads were cool,
indie acts played the occasion
al country twang for novelty.
Jeremy does it well. Just
about every song is lead by a
trusty acoustic guitar, clearlazy vocals, and lyrics that
praise sunsets and damn bad
relationships. These songs are
comfortable for feeling bad on

SAFETY

Public Health Services
wor FtAMWiMiS

the porch with a beverage in
hand. For an example, the
song “Hit The Roof” waists no
time, opening lyrics are "there
was a time, when you were
mine," and so the story goes...
4. The Chemical
Brothers - Come With Us
(Astral werks)
They say: "Come With
Us," you say: "umm..Ok."
l”he Chemicals have been
doing it right for a long time,
and with each release, the
mind-bending Chemicals
become more legit. This is not
strictly rave-electronic; it’s
soft leading to loud, spinning
until Richard Ashcroft (The
Verve) sings the last swirling
bedtime story of the album.
The sounds come from all
floors of the skyscraper...rock,
b-boy, trance, psychedelic, and
as she has on the last two
releases, Beth Orton brings
dream-state folk for a short
breath of air. You say: "1 have
heard of the Chemical
Brothers..." I say: "Buy this
album...yo!"

US.

"Grand Valley students
would definitely benefit from a
program like R.A.D. and
don’t think a program like that
would lack participants," Venia
said.
Public Safety will continue
to assess needs for additional
community policing officers as
the requests for programs
increase and on-campus hous
ing increases. Another commu
nity policing position has been
approved for the upcoming
school year.
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•Early Bird Sptcials
‘Bargain Matinees
•Student discounts

erwe amp uiv

For tickets and showtimes visit
cinemark.com

Services also available in:

Holland 396-5266 Grand Haven 846-8360

While iWe regts*er to recaive FKEE showtimes vio email!

Call for hours. Sliding fee scale available.

lUcDncsniiv
It’s Hump Day!
$.50 Drafts 8PM - 9PM
Top 40 Dance Music 10PM - 2AM DJ Flatline
HALF OFF ALL MIXED DRINKS
(Excluding top-shelf liquor)

438 BRIDGE 5T. BRAND RAPID5, Ml 616.T14.!

ONE BLOCK WEST OF BRAND RIVER-

Ttnntsmiv

jram
M - TH 4PM-2AM (Must havj

Happy
M - F 4PM-7PM:

HIGH ENERGY DANCE MUSIC 10PM-2AM
f $.50 OFF GVSU Students all night long!
FkliDHY

BEER TUB 10PM-2 AM
TOP 40 DANCE MUSIC 10PM - 2AM DJ KIDD
Svmmaviv

BEER TUB 10PM-2 AM
TOP 40 DANCE MUSIC 70’s, 80 s, 90's, & The best of
the NEWMILLINNIUM! 10PM-2AM DJ KATTZZ

Free

SunaiiY

continued from page 6
tor of the GVSU .Women’s
Center, to implement the
R.A.D. system program on
campus.
R.A.D.
is
the
Rape
Aggression Defense system
and it teaches realistic selfdefense tactics and techniques.
R.A.D. provides women with
the knowledge to make an edu
cated decision about resistance
through awareness, prevention,
risk reduction, and avoidance.
It is also the largest women’s
self-defense network in the

a

SERVER SUNDAY!! $1 OFF ALL DRINKS
For Service Industry (Rest., Bar, Hotel, ect...)
Disco & 80's Music DJ KATTZZ

c

mm

job search

Grand Valley Lanthorn now hiring:

webmaster
-tuesday and Wednesday night tasks
-general trouble shooting skills
-ability to communicate well with staff
-willingness to be part of a team
-knowledge of RSP and MS Recess a plus
-gain network administration enperience
-will train to use proprietary system

=6 BE HEAR[>i

*email resume and or sample webpages to
webmaster@lanthorn.com, or apply at
Lanthorn Office 100 Commons
Questions? Comments? call 895.2460

i
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‘Boys’ fail to entertain

Write for the

i

Grand Valley Lanthom
(and get paid for it)

The Lanthom is seeking writers for most sections.
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Because we care
———labout you!
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-Emergency contraceptive pills
-Birth control, pregnancy testing
-Testing and treatment of STD's
-Condoms and low-cost DepoProvera & Lunelle shots
-Oral HIV/AIDS testing

-Confidential, affordable, most
insurance accepted
- Ask about H.O.P.t .* a.k.a. pills
‘SfT;.^
without a pelvic (’Hormonal
Contraception with Optional
Bring in this ad for $20 off t
Pelvic Exam)
your new patient exam
J
-Evening
appointments
Expires 7/1/02
i
available!

Call 1-800-230-PLAN (7526)
for an appointment!

SXNDWICH6S . SOUPS • D€SS€KTS

Quiet Place to Study
Smoke Free Environment
6/10 of a Mile from Downtown Campus
Grata Bus Stop Across the Street
Free Parking

Monday - Thursday
6:30am-9 00pm

Friday - Saturday

Planned Parenthood*

Sunday
9:30am-4:00pm

Centers of West Michigan

Get it Kut right! The first time!

outstanding
employees

*

Kuts for guys

* Perms: $40.00 & up

$11

* Spirals: $100 & up

* Kuts for gals

River Landing
Laker Buffet
Kleiner
Food Court
Pew Campus

$12 & up
895-6537
Located at the corner of
Lake Michigan & 64th.

*■

■%C AMPUS

Uning

1059 W Fulton
Grand Rapids
458-5716

Kuts & Curls

congratulations to our

Jan Bond
April Shepardson
Casey VanBerkmoes
Lynn Beno
Lance Barber

"Best coffee in Grand Rapids"
-Grand Rapids Press

6:30am-1100pm

Mon-Fri. 2:00-8:00pm
Saturday 12:00-4:00pm

nominate those who give great service - fill out a comment

Call ahead for Mondays
or an earlier appt.

in the house set them up, they
dress up like women to infil
trate the house and find video
tape catching the culprit in the
When watching the new
act. The biggest question 1
film "Sorority Boys" a rare
had during the movie is how
thing came to my mind. Why
idiotic and completely unreal
is it that comedies lately only
istic that the other people,
show the funniest parts in the
teaser trailers? The truth being especially their fraternal broth
ers, can’t tell these guys are in
I was looking forward to see
drag!
ing a funny movie but most of
When they can’t get in
the time they tend to be let
they
join the DOG sorority
downs. The idea of guys
across the street led by a high
dressing up like girls must
having been funny as an a idea ly feminist leader Leah
(Melissa Sagemiller) and a
but as a sight gag laden and
group
of rag tag girls who
labored 90
couldn’t get into a
minute movie
nicer house. But
cannot sustain a
the plot goes from
funny idea.
sight gag to sight
Movies like
gag and the film
"Some Like It
becomes tiresome.
Hot" and
The main char
"Tootsie" use this
acters
aren’t bad
idea and take it
but the casting is a
further by mak
bit off. Harland
ing the script
Williams, a wellwitty and making
known
stand up
it undeniably
comedian provides
Rating
funny. "Sorority
the few and infre
guage, crude sexual
Boys" take a
quent laughs in
humor and nudity.
direct shot in the
the film and
other direction. I
Michael
kept thinking “is
Rosenbaum
has potential as
it just me or has American
well. Films like these make
society traded originality over
me sad to see raw comic talent
sexual and flatulence jokes?”
It seems to keep people paying used in such a terrible way.
If you are a fan of
their $8-9 to check things out
“National Lampoon’s Animal
at the multiplex.
House” then many will see
The story is a simple sweet
some cameos from James
tale of college, sex and Greek
Daughton, Mark Metcalf and
tragedy. Three guys Dave,
Stephen Furst (’’Flounder”) a
Doofer and Adam (Barry
Watson, Harland Williams, and KOK alumni which is funny
not enough to say that
Michael Rosenbaum) from the
"Sorority Boys" isn’t just an
KOK fraternity are kicked out
unsatisfying rental at the local
after they are exposed for
videostore
when it hits.
embezzling social funds.
As a way to find out whom Judging by this that will be
sooner than we think.

Ryan Bye

Grand Valley Lan thorn

*
*
*
*
*

Highlites
Color
Waxing
Skin Care
Non Surgical Face Lift

movie

REVIEW:

Calorad

Burn Fat
Build Muscle
While You Sleep

www.kutsandcurls.com

Small ££seijiblesj toto perform
AJ Smuder
Grand Valley Lanthom

The Madrigal Ensemble
might feel like a touring band
this year as they come up on
their fourth major concert on
Sunday.
The a capella group has
performed for President Mark
Murray’s inauguration and
have been performing around
area schools. The group has
been go-go-go all year and still
has one more performance to
go.
“[This year has been)
excellent,” said director Ellen
Pool, “We cut the group back,
so the [students] are very inde
pendent and very responsible
for their own part.”
The group is made up of
eight members who are mostly
music majors. The four men
and four women sing tradition
al pieces from the 16th and
17th Century. The secular
music is sung in both Italian
and English and requires a lot
of independent responsibility
on each members part.
Since the group downsized
from 14 to eight this past fall,
each member is heard more
which requires them to be
more independent. The smaller
ensemble allows the singers to
bled more easily and better.
“There is a little more pres

sure on each of us,” Ann
Pearson, a member of the
Madrigals, said. “You get
heard a lot more.”
Pearson, along with the rest
of the group, have been togeth
er since the beginning of the
year. They will say goodbye to
two members next year as they
student teach or continue with
their major. They will be hav
ing open auditions next fall
right before school starts. The
ensemble will maintain its
small size and add two to four
new singers.
The smaller sized choir is
better because, Pool said, it
lends itself to the music and it
makes it more intense.
“This year has been very
successful,” Pool said. “The
group is excellent.”
The music that they will be
performing are pieces that are
actually poems set to music.
The pieces are usually in
Italian and are about love lost
and sadness. The four women
in the group will be singing a
trio, two of the girls will be on
one part, called “Singing and
Dancing,” by Hans Leo
Hassler.
Also performing that after
noon will be the Grand Valley
Chamber Orchestra under the
direction of Hyunsai Lee. The
orchestra will be playing sepa
rate of the Madrigals.

Black Student Union Presents

/Hark Curry •«
“Hangin with /Hr. Cooper"

Thursday April 11, 2002 at 8:30pm
*Must have ticket for admittance
(2 tickets per I.D.)

Sign up for free tickets
Thursday April 4,2002 12pm -3pm,
Food Court - Lower Commons
Friday April 5,2002 12pm - 3pm
Kirkhof Center

Other appearances:
The Drew Carey Show,
Martin, Comedy Central

Funded by Student Life Fee
4
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DOWNTOWN

Kathy Bouniom, Downtown editor
downtownQlanthom. com

ME
NEY

Grand Valley State University

Finance Department
Seidman School of Business

Q.ril be in Spain this
summer as part of the
study abroad program. Do
I need to buy any special
type of insurance?

Having a party can be fun, but having
a party that everyone wants to come to,
well that’s even better.
"We like to do things little outside the
box," said John Allen, a member of the
Grand Valley State University student
organization The Collegiate Entrepreneur
Association who held their year-end
social event last week.
"We feel it’s important to go out and
talk with people who are out there doing
the things we inspire to do someday,"
Allen said.
That’s why CEO convinced Greg
Gilmore, owner of the BOB restaurant, to
be a guest speaker at this year’s social
gathering, which quickly grew to include
five other student organizations wanting

to hear what Gilmore had to say.
The Seidman School of Business, The
American Marketing Association, Delta
Sigma Pi, The Educational Society for
Resource Management, Society for
Advancement Management, and the
Society
for
Human
Resource
Management, came together for the
event.
They listened to Gilmore tell his story
about how to start a business and how to
possibly be successful at it.
"It’s been along road, but a good one,"
Gilmore said about how he turned the old
warehouse into one of the most popular
eating establishments in Grand Rapids.
"It was just sitting here waiting to be
developed." And having Grand Valley
downtown helps open doors to new
services and storefronts have yet to be
tapped into.
"There’s probably a lot of opportunity

u
There's probably a
lot of opportunity
staring everybody in
the face right there
around the campus.

GREG GILMORE
CEO of The BOB

-------------------------------------

Paul Murray
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Q

your questions to
rssor Dimkoff, 444 DEV
mkoffg@gvsu.edu.

dreams and use their education to obtain
the things they want.
"It takes great initiative," said Kevin
Read, vice president of new member
services for the American Marketing
Association, when it comes to starting
your own business. "Just to be in the
entrepreneur field is putting yourself
out.”
Over 50 students attended the event,
which was held on the third floor of the
BOB, giving students a first hand look at
what can be done with a lot of hard work
and a vision.
"Entrepreneurs are often discouraged,
and that’s what gives many of them drive
to go out and do their passion,” said Greg
Paton, vice president of CEO. “As many
tell them ‘you can’t do that and it can’t be
done,’ it’s almost ‘I’ll prove you wrong
and be successful.’ It almost gives you
that drive to be successful."

Senate candidates
discuss lack of GR
representation

• Is it better to invest
in mutual funds, or set up
your own portfolioTj^

f

ft

staring everybody in the face right there
around the campus," Gilmore said.
He hopes students will follow their

• Your homeowners, or
renters, insurance policy
extends coverage worldwide,
so there will be no problem
with insurance on your
possessions. That is, of
course, assuming you have
such coverage or you care
whether your clothing,
luggage, and jewelry are
destroyed.
An early February fire in
an apartment building at
Rose Park Apartments in
Holland destroyed or
damaged 12 apartments, but
only two renters had
insurance. Insurance
oversights like this are
common, so I won’t assume
that you do have renters
insurance.
If you don’t, use your
upcoming trip to prod you
into action. Cost is only
about $150 per year.
Life insurance coverage
extends worldwide also, so
no problem there. But watch
out with your auto insurance.
The standard auto insurance
policy in the U.S. covers you
while driving in only the
U.S., Canada, and Puerto
Rico.
You won’t be covered in
Spain. And if you borrow
someone’s car while there,
the car owner’s insurance
won’t extend to you. Either
don’t drive while in Spain, or
see your auto agent prior to
leaving.

A •• The decision depends
zY
on your specific
circumstances. When you
invest in individual stocks,
you will not be well
diversified and run the risk
of suffering major losses.
You also will need the
desire and time to pick your
own stocks, keep following
them, and maintain a good
record keeping system.
Most individual investors
begin with just one stock and
keep adding others as the
years go by. You will need
at least 20 randomly selected
stocks to reach full
diversification.
A problem is that not many
investors select stocks
randomly. Instead, they
choose investments based on
industries they understand,
or based on the latest trends
and fads. In that case, the
number of different stocks
needed to achieve full
diversification will be much
larger than 20.
With mutual funds, you
can get instant
diversification. Many funds
consist of hundreds of
different companies. You
won’t have to follow
individual stocks or keep as
many records - fund
managers do it for you.
Thousands of mutual fund
choices exist, so finding the
best ones is not much easier
than finding the best stocks.
If a financial advisor sells
you a mutual fund, expect to
pay as much as 5.75 percent
of your money as a
commission.
But if you can pick your
own fund, choose one with
no commissions and save the
5.75 percent. Also look for
good returns compared with
similar funds and annual
management fees of less than
1 percent.

Thursday, April 4, 2002

CEO delivers pep talk to students
Kathy Bourdon

Dr. Gregg Dimkoff

GraaiValltylMilMni

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Adam Bird

During the Art Lecture Series recently held downtown, Professor Daleen Menning lectured on the creative
process used when designing a mural. She was one of many speakers who presented during the event.

Eats & Treats

Escape from Allendale
Thomas Skuzinski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Given the multitude of
restaurants in the Grand
Rapids area, it would seem
that not dining out would be
Heady impossible. If one
were supposed to offer an
insightful commentary every
week on local eateries, then
this would be even less likely
to occur. So the fact that your
intrepid reporter didn’t make
on the local
week should
be surprising.
_ (for you and me
:Mt, if you’re a Lanthorn
tm) this column isn’t called
Critic’s Comer, or it
I the
Wtftfldbe non-existent in this
* ianiio, unless it involved
' :*vafetatiag a restaurant that
y/,-dhom*t exist Actually, that
Iridftht work fairly well until
|| ft* last paragraph with
^fBUctiOttS and a fake phone
auhtber (imagine the poor
who gets calls asking
are college night
place). Rather, this
is named Eats and
Mdch means that
that promises a
can be included,
te spirit, here is a plan
should please even me
of
Ifcke a day trip,
is here (at
) and what
to shake off cabin

fever than by hopping in the
car with a couple friends and
getting away from books and
deadlines? Michigan happens
to be a great state for this.
Dozens of little lakeside
towns dot the shore, and even
inland there are countless
places that make for a decent
time.
For those with less than an
active imagination and a lack
of spontaneity, here are a few
tips for making your journey
successful (trust me. I’m
experienced in these things).
First, keep your planning to
the truly necessary things; If
you’re the type who
calculates highway versus
city mileage, bring along
someone less structured.
Along those same lines, don't
be afraid to take a new route.
Expressways tend to be very
uninteresting, and sometimes
the best part of a trip happens
on the way to a destination. If
you spot something
intriguing, veer off the beaten
path for once.
Second, don’t eat at just
franchise places. Eating at a
newfound McDonalds even
three hours away is still
eating at McDonalds. Packing
a picnic lunch can be
memorable, and allows you a
lot of freedom both in what
you want to eat and where
vou want to eat it. Plus, it can
be a great idea for couples.
Another fun thing is to eat at

a restaurant in a nice hotel.
Remember, this doesn’t imply
that you have to lodge there;
You can get the feeling of
being on vacation without
staying the night. Breakfast
usually isn’t expensive even
at swankier places, and you
can soak in the atmosphere
with ut the $120 room bill.
Third, wait for the kind of
weather you like and set out
in the morning (this ties in
with the spontaneity thing.)
For most, this is sunny and
70 degrees, but the point is
that your trip will be 100
percent better if you like
what’s around you. Also, you
should know by now that
Michigan weather is fickle,
so bring clothes for rain or
cold just in case.
Finally, wait for a break in
your packed schedule. Being
spontaneous doesn’t mean
that you should take off die
day before a final exam or
some other significant event.
With these tips in mind (and
a full tank of gas), you should
be well on your way.
If you have any ideas or
tips about any great
experiences you've had
(strictly related to this topic,
of course), or you would like
to see a favorite restaurant
actually reviewed next week,
then please e-mail me at
.com
tomskuzin8ki@hotmatl.c4
or drop a note to the

Lanthorn.

Candidates for the student
senate may come and go, but
issues remain to be dealt with
after the election.
At the Pew Campus "Meet
the Candidates" forum, a
number of common themes
emerged
representing
challenges for whoever is
elected to the new student
senate.
Foremost among the issues
discussed was an alleged lack of
representation for the downtown
Pew Campus, along with the
effects of Grand Valley State
University’s center of gravity
remaining firmly in Allendale.
"There’s
a
lack
of
representation in general for the
downtown campus in the
student senate," said candidate
Megan Cardinal, a junior
majoring in marketing and
human resources. "All of the
student organizations seem to be
in Allendale, and it’s a matter of
bringing more activities and
clubs downtown as well as in
Allendale."
Cardinal referred to the
Thursday open forum in
Allendale as an opportunity to
promote better communication
between the two GVSU
campuses.
"It’s a place and time for
students from the Pew Campus
to come together with students
in Allendale," she said, "and to
discuss issues, what they want
GVSU to be in the future, and to
present that information (to
President Mark Murray)."
Candidate Anthony Stepter,
a freshman majoring in social
studies for secondary education,
also expressed concern about
the lack of communication
between the two GVSU
campuses. "They just don’t feel
connected," he said.
"It’s almost like there’s a

tension between the Allendale
and Pew campuses," said
candidate Amanda Bongard, a
junior majoring in international
business
and
marketing.
Bongard also referred to a "lack
of representation" for the Pew
Campus in student senate
affairs, and indicated that she
hoped to be "a voice for more
appropriations, more funding
for downtown activities."
Part of the suggested
funding problem stems from
having "too many small clubs,"
Bongard said. "Some of the
clubs that have similar interests
and activities should be
combined.
Appropriating
money for combined, larger
organizations would be a better
use of funding. Right now, with
so many very small clubs, the
funds are divided up so small
that it doesn’t do any good."
Office of Student Life
Associate Director Jay R.
Cooper expressed skepticism
that Bongard’s proposal would
work.
"You can’t tell student clubs
that they can’t form," he said,
noting that currently 162 student
groups are registered. "For
example, you can’t tell the chess
club and the backgammon club
‘You have to combine’ just
because they may be similar in
some ways."
In support of her club
combination idea, Bongard
mentioned a recent comingtogether of several different
sports clubs to plan and carry
out one activity together.
"It’s just a better and more
efficient use of resources," she
said.
Parking problems downtown
grabbed Derek Michael "Goose"
Elliott’s attention, who is a
candidate
majoring
in
psychology
and
political
science. "Every place you try to
park, you need an ID or a
permit," he said. "When I did
find a downtown parking lot I

Trips offer students
more recruiting options
Thomas Skuzinski
Grand Valley State University

Given a still slumping
economy, the job market is slim
in many areas, especially
smaller markets.
Grand Rapids provides a
number of opportunities in West
Michigan
for
hopeful
employees, and Grand Valley
State
University’s
Career
Services has taken advantage of
the university’s location in a
mid-sized market.
However,
a
large
metropolitan area is sometimes
important or even necessary to
job searching. In response,
Career Services will once again
offer field trips to Chicago and
Detroit in the coming week.
Each trip will center on a
major job fair. In Detroit,
students can attend the
Michigan Collegiate Fair held
at Burton Manor, Livonia, on
April 5, 2002.
Cost is $5, and breakfast is
included, plus $10 for those
pre-registered or $20 at the
door. A 15-passenger van is
being used, so seating is
limited, though still available.
In Chicago, the Illinois
Collegiate Fair is the main
attraction, and will be held at

the Navy Pier on April 19,

2002.
As with the Detroit trip, cost
is $5 and includes breakfast,
while the fair cost is $10 at the
door.
A bus has been chartered
which holds up to 36 students,
and some seats are still
available.
Information on the expected
employers is available at
www.mcjf.org for the Detroit
fair
and
http://careercenter.depaul.edu
for the Chicago fair.
Koleta Moore from Career
Services said this is the second
consecutive year for the Illinois
trip, while the Detroit excursion
has been held each semester
since fall 2000.
Any student can attend
regardless of major, and can
contact Career Services by
phone at 771-6708 or in person
at 125B DeVos downtown.
The trips will likely be held
next year as well, Moore said.
"We hope to continue the trips
in the future as they allow
students to search in larger
markets,” Moore said. “I would
anticipate a trip to Detroit in the
fall, but we only have done the
Illinois trip during the winter
semester."
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AFRICA
continued from page 1
been one of the coordinators in
making the visit and exchange
agreement possible. Chomos
has visited Ghana and said that
many great opportunities await
participators in the exchange
agreement.
"The first experience I had
was that everyone was so friend
ly and wonderful to connect on
different levels, "Chomos said.
"I cannot even begin to describe

WATER
continued from page 1

Get a Jump
on next year!

Resources
Institute
in
Muskegon. This includes carry
ing off nutrients that are vital to
the soil, and it can run into the
river, making water too warm
for certain fish to live.
“If the water becomes too
warm, these trout that grow only
in cold water won’t be able to
survive,” he said. “So there's a
number of different pollutants
that can impact streams and
lakes.”
Steinman said that it is also
important to keep the sediments
out of the streams for erosion
issues and fish survival.
“You want the ravines to be
stable so you don’t get the soils
that would erode with the run

BINGE
continued from page 3

Take a couple of
dosses at your
community college.
•
•

•

Costs are much lower
Credits transfer hack
to Grand ualley
Make up that missing
credit or failed class

the Passport Program, and wel
comed in groups such as BAC
CHUS and ALERT Labs, some
students continue to say that
they drink for different reasons,
but within a reasonable amount.
"It’s like a reward after a
hard days work," said Ryan
Dosenberry, a freshman market
ing major.
"I keep with friends I know,
people I know, and people I
trust. I don’t go off to parties
where I don’t have a clue, and
you don’t have somebody to
watch over you, too," said Alicia
VanNocker, sophomore.
"I don’t get really drunk to
the point where I don’t know
what happened," said Monte
Jennings, a freshman business
major. "You don’t ever want
anything to just control you
where you don’t have any
knowledge of what’s going on."
The consequences that have
been found to happen as a result
of binge drinking, especially in
teenage years, is problems with
memory, aggressive behavior,
acquaintance date rape and loss
of inhibitions. There have also
been correlations-^feepween
drinking and drops in grades.

EQUITY
continued from page 3
ty students.
"Students will benefit from
improved retention programs
and improved teaching styles,"
she said.
Springer explains that when
education does fail communities
are the ones that suffer.

the cultural opportunities."
Chomos said that the univer
sity does not have as many
resources as GVSU, so educa
tion is experienced on somewhat
of a different level.
Also, the Ghanian’s primary
language is English, so there
would not be a language barrier
for exchange program partici
pants.
Chomos said exchange
opportunities are expected to
begin in the winter 2003 semes
ter for those interested.

On April 15, from noon to
1:30 p.m. in room 204 Kirkhof
Center, professor Emmanuel
Obeng, vice chancellor of U of
CC, will be speaking on the
"State of Higher Education in
Ghana."
This event is open to the
entire campus and lunch will be
provided for only those who
RSVP. Interested people can call
the Padnos International Center
at (616)- 895-3898.

off coming off the hill slopes
and entering into the streams,”
he said. “The problem with sed
iments in the streams is that it
will bury the cobble and the
gravel and that’s where the fish
like to spawn, so they will not
have any area in which to lay
their eggs. You want to keep the
sediment on the soil, on the
land, and not in the streams.”
The idea is that Grand
Valley will have “catechumen
basins,” said Steinman.
“Rather than having the run
off from the land go directly
into the stream, which would
carry with it a lot of nutrients,
sediments and temperatures,
first the run off would go into a
basin,” he said. “That’s just a
fancy way to say it’ll hold the
water and let the sediments set
tle out and then slowly let the

water go from the catch man
basin into the streams in a more
natural kind of way.”
GVSU will also use another
process to fix the problem.
“We are installing drainage
systems in some instances, and
in other instances we are
rebuilding natural drainage
ways,” Moyer said.
The preservation is impor
tant to the area for two reasons,
he added.
“It preserves a resource that
the university has, which is the
ravines,” he said. “The ravines
are used by several departments
as teaching laboratories for their
classes. In addition to that we
are being a good steward of the
environment in addressing this
issue in the manner that we are
doing so.”

Contributing to the problem
of drinking are certain taboos
that people adhere to about
drinking such as not telling peo
ple of their actions when intoxi
cated and people thinking that
others find them more attractive
when drinking.
"Neither men or women
think that drunkenness is attrac
tive," said Harper. "Women say
things like a drunk guy probably
sweats a lot and then he’s
always lounging and throwing
his arms around people. His
breath is bad because of all the
drinking he has done or because
he has already thrown up at least
once and gone on to drink some
more."
Students seem to share
mixed feelings about the oppo
site sex when intoxicated.
"When women are drunk
they get all up in your face and
have bad breath," Jennings said.
"If they are overly drunk
they are usually obnoxious,"
VanNocker said. "When they
are just middle ground, they can
handle it, they are not too bad.
Sometimes they are a little more
free, they are just willing to talk
so that’s good. Sometimes the
one who is not drinking at a
party can be just as fun, but still
they can be the quieter one, the

off-to-the-side one."
Some students also seem to
think that being made aware of
their drunken actions would
cause them to think before binge
drinking. Many times the sec
ond hand effects, the effects of
drinking that do not only effect
the intoxicated person, bother
associates of the person and
could possibly curb binge drink
ing.
"In a lot of ways you have to
deal with it," said VanNocker,
"you have to clean it up, you
have to kind of take care of it
and babysit them. Even though
you want to as a person, you
also don’t want to deal with it
because maybe you have other
plans that night."
Passport, BACCHUS, and
ALERT Labs are continuing to
attempt to reduce college drink
ing with programs such as the
Ovemighter held which attract
ed over 1000 students, fliers and
other activities.
Passport is also starting to do
April surveys for 2001. There
are prizes available for filling
our surveys as well. If you
would like to contact Passport
call 895-2537 or email them at
ALERT@gvsu.edu.

"Graduate minorities add
diversity to the work force
which gives it a different per
spective that equals a better
work
force,"
he
said.
"Communities can’t prosper
with a work force when it’s not
at the level it should be."
The conference will run
from April 10 until 12. Springer
encourages all faculty and staff

to participate in the conference.
For more information about,
Equity in the Classroom confer
ence
log
onto
www.cel.ecmich.edu/equity.
The Office of Minority
Affairs/Multicultural Center can
also provide information on the
event. Their number is 8952177. Their office is located in
130 Commons.

Are you going to grad school because you
cannot find a job? E-mail editorial@lanthorn.com
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Downtown Housing
Beekman Management

k

Contact your local community
College for details:

2,3,4,5, Bedrooms
Duplexes, Houses,
& Apartments

11 properties available
within 5 blocks of new
Devos Center.
Bob Beekman

895-5866

Glen Oaks Community College
Centreville
888-994-7818 www.glenoaks.cc.mi.us

.

Grand Rapids Grand Rapids Community College
Grand Rapids
Q immunity

Colley

(616) 234-GRCC

T GVSU

www.grcc.cc.mi.us

Jackson Community College
Jackson
(517) 787-0800 www.jackson.cc.mi.us
Kalamazoo Valley Community College
Kalamazoo
(616)372-5000 www.kvcc.edu

UNIVERSITY TOWNHOUSES

c
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f Private, Wooded Setting on Fillmore S
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Spacious, Walk-Out Townhouses

Lansing Community College
Lansing
800-644-4LCC www.lansing.cc.mi.us

With Patio
Less Than 2 Miles from Campus

Montcalm
Q immunity G jHcj*V*st Share
Community
CaDegt

Montcalm Community College
Sidney
877-328-2111 www.montcalm.edu

Washers/Dryers in Each Unit
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

Westshore Community College
Scottsville
(231) 845-6211 www westshore.ee.mi.us

Price is $225 per person
(Based on occupancy of four)
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CALL 895-4001
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MARKETPLACE

Grand Valley lanthom
Thursday, April 4, 2002

Ad Rates for Studsnts,
Faculty and Staff

ad: $2.00 extra. Destine is 10
a.m. Monday for that week's issue.

Classified rates for students, fac
ulty and staff: First 20 words, $3
minimum charge, then 10 cents per
additional word, payable in
advance.
To boldface, undertine, italicize or
capitalize words in your classified,
add 10 cents per word. To box an

FOR SALE
$3K Post Baby Designer Clothes
Blowout Sale!
Over 200 items,
sizes 2, 4, & 6 (not petite) of dress
es, pants, suits, sweaters, shoes &
boots (size 8) for career (nice inter
view things), church, cocktail/formal
(long and short), & clubbing! Ann
Taylor, Klien, Talbots, Hype, and
tons more. Coats: Leather shear
ling & fur. Most between $10 & $40.
Call 248-3274 after 9:30 am. EGR
(4/11)

Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 610-805-2460, or leave
a message on our after-hours
answering machine. Fax number is
616-895-2465. Office hours: 04,
Monday through Friday.

For
more
information
visit
www2.gvsu.edu/~asu or email us at
asu@student.gvsu.edu. (4/4)
Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs
* Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the
easy Campusfmder.com threehour fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applica
tions. Fundraising dates are fill
ing quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com. (4/4)

1988 Model Mobile Home for sale,
14X70 ft, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, all
appliances, washer/dryer, deck, and
storage shed, in Knollwood Estates
by Crystal Flash. $9500. Call Adam
at 895-5681 (4/4)

EMPLOYMENT
Extra Cash
Flexible hours,
Team environment, money
motivated (1099) Call (616)
285-9252. (4/4)

BIRTHDAYS
Birthday Notices
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthom office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week's issue, (tf)

CLUBS
The Asian Student Union is excited
to announce our 3rd annual RICE
Conference:
Realizing
and
Addressing Issues in our Culture
and Education. We’ll be holding
workshops designed to increase
awareness of some current issues
facing the Asian American commu
nity.
This year’s conference features
a special keynote address by Helen
Zia, named one of the most influen
tial Asian Americans of the decade
by “A" Magazine. Helen is also the
author of a well known book: “Asian
American Dreams: The Emergence
of an American People.” She is a
recognized resource on civil rights,
leadership, and identity issues fac
ing the APA community. We’ll close
the night with a magical perform
ance by Magdalen Hsu-Li, a pioneer
among Asian Americans in music.
We cordially invite you to the
DeVos Center on April 6, with regis
tration beginning at 8AM. We hope
to see you there!

Marketing Position
Work your own hours
Make up to $30/hr.
Call (616) 293-8444. (4/11)
$250 A NIGHT POTENTIAL
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 636
Employment
Earn above average income setting
appointments from our Lake
Michigan Dr. office. Full or part time
available. Call Tim 677-3750.

Standard of Accaptenea

Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
MisoeNaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services
wanted

The Grand Vteey Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject
any adverteement at any time and
to place si advertisements under
proper ciassmcaoon.

Advertising Ciassification*Automodve
Birthdays

Summer $
Have fun in the sun and earn
between $3,000 - $5,000. Hiring
house painters/foremen. 888-2779787. Collegepro.com (4/25)
NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
Positions available:
Downtown Distribution Assistant
Needed ASAP, work 2 hours
Thursday morning, before 10 am
and make $30. Must have own
transportation.

EARN $1,000 FOR YOUR GROUP
Work on campus to raise money for
your student group or organization,
make your own schedule and earn
$5 per application. Please call 1800-808-7450. (4/11)
Business Managing Position open
ing at Lanthom for next year. Need
person who is Reliable and
Organized. Approximately $165/wk.
Possible summer hours. Fill out
application at Lanthom office (100
Commons).

Commercial Ratee

/Advertising PssdWnw

Ctonfltd word ads:First 20
woros, so minimum cnsrge, men
20 cents oar additional word,
peyabis in advance.
I’d boldface, italicize or capitakze
words in your ctossMed, add 10
canto par word. To box an ad:
12.00 extra. CtossMed display rale
kS&SOparcokmnindi

The copy deadline for
aoverasmg is ai noon or
classified display
line is 10 am Monday, firi
send your copy to the Grand'
Lanthom, 100 Commons.
AM ctessifieds must be paid i
advance, thank you. unto era#!
nirlnhlmhnft
u^BuliSTraU.

Roommate Wanted:
Looking for female roommate to live
with this summer only,
at
Brookmeadow apts. In Grandville. 2
minutes away from the Rivertown
Crossing Mall. Please call Amy at
667-0772. (4/25)
Roommate Needed
Looking for 1-2 female roommates
to share 2 bdrm apt, 7 min from
campus, in Jenison. Call Jill @ 4571159 (4/4)

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Are you or do you know a cancer
survivor? Contact CARE club
atamericancancersociety@hotmail.com to find out more about
being honored at the Relay for Life
this April.

PERSONALS
Happy Anniversary Kristenl
GO To The Place Where Unicorns
And Frogs Run Rampid All Day, But
Go Nowhere.
ROSELUCA (4/4)

Writers get published and get paid.
Circulation Manager (Allendale
Campus)
For next year, work 3 hours,
Thursday morning before 10am and
make $50.
Allendale Distribution Assistant
For next year, work 3 hours
Thursday morning before' 10 am
and make $30.
Applications available at 100
Commons, just stop by and ask!
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
Bartending. Training provided. 1800-293-3985 ext. 119 (4/11)
FUN & OUTGOING
Seeking young self-motivated indi
viduals, earn between $2,000$5,000 a month DOQ, part and full
time areas available and various
flexible hours, rapid advancement.
1099 Call 464-1900 (4/4)

The Lanthorn is seeking essays,
very short stories, poetry and opin
ion columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthom.com (tf)

HOUSING
1-3 Females needed to share 4
bedroom townhome w/ 1 other
female. #370/month plus utilities.
Walking distance to campus. Call
Kelli @616-318-3091.
Nice, one bedroom remodeled
upper.
$400/month + deposit.
Heat/Water included. No pets, no
smoking. Coopersville. (616) 9976383. (4/4)

Meet Your Companion
1-900-267-3300 X8157
$2.99 per minute, must be 18,
serve-you 619-645-8434.

Dillenbeck’s Coffeehouse serves sandwiches, soups, and
desserts. 10% off coffee drinks
with GVSU I.D., Quiet place to
study, smoke free, and free
parking. GRATA Bus stop
across the street. Open
Monday - Thursday 6:30am9pm, Friday-Saturday 6:30am11pm, and Sunday 9:30am4pm. “Best coffee in Grand
Rapids.” - Grand Rapids Press.
(All Year)

WANTED
Extra Tickets? If you have extra
tickets for April commencement
please call (616) 336-7541. Ext 2
Will pay. (4/4)
Will pay $$$ for Graduation Tickets
Contact Tanisha at 531-2094 or
bowmantn@gvsu.edu. (4/11)

FREE GEMSTONE. Win a 3.35 ct.
heart shaped amethyst.
Visit our Web site to win. www.professionalgems.net
Fine
jewelry.
Diamonds.
Gemstones. Jewelry repair.
Appraisals by GIA Gemologist,
Jerry Wilder.
Professional Gem Services 9421775. (4/25)

Volunteers
Help WGVU-TV’s 2002 Annual
Auction, April 14-20. Volunteers are
needed in various capacities: phone
bank, bid runner, bid writer, confir
mation, etc. Fast-paced, high-ener
gy environment, food and fun.
Evenings 5:30-11:00. Please con
tact Christy Sterenberg at 7716728.

Dillenbeck’s Coffeehouse - Part
time employment 1059 W. Fulton -less than a mile from downtown
GVSU campus. Open seven days a
week. All hours available. 10 a.m. 3 p.m. time availability a plus.
Strong customer service orientation.Shift leader potential. Stop by
for application or call Barbara
Francis at 616-458-5716. (tf)
Help Wanted
College students living in Grand
Rapids.- area. for. summer■ employ
ment, outdoor work $7-10/hr. Call
Chad @ 616-893-2054 (4/4)

Student Scholarship
Summer Time Help
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Net-Com USA, a Grand
Rapids promotoins
firm, is looking for 50
FT/PT people for
summer 18yrs plus.
Areas to be filled:
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Customer Service
Campaign Coordinators
Customer Aquasition
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"We work with major national companies and charities."
Call Brandi at 616-261-5100 for an interview

NOW LEASING
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Country Place Apts.
2 Story
HfM Jan!
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1250 sq. ft.
4 Bedroom/2 Bath
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Stove/Refrigerator
Laundry Facility on site

April 1, 2002
ACIUii

Central Air Conditioning
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Cable/Phone hook up in each room
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Leasing Office:
10507 48th. Ave
across from the
Meadows golf course

(616) 895-6060
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Grand Valley Lanthorn /
Beth Fowler
Last Wednesday
many students par
ticipated in Box
World, an event to
raise money and let
students understand
what it is like to be
homeless.
Students built box
shelters and slept
on Robinson Field.
They also donated
food to the home
less and listened to
speakers.

GRAND HAILEY IANTNORN

